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Abstract

Understanding phase equilibria and thermophysical properties of complex fluid mixtures is

crucial to the oil and gas industry, particularly for exploration and production process de-

sign. Crude oil and natural gases in such processes are subjected to a very broad range

of conditions, under which experimental measurement of physical properties can be quite

challenging. To overcome this, the industry has made extensive use of traditional ther-

modynamic models, such as equations of state and activity coefficient models. However,

these conventional tools often lack the necessary predictive power to accurately model

fluid properties across the entire range of relevant conditions, especially at extreme con-

ditions where experimental data is often limited. Hence, Monte Carlo simulations have

been employed to determine the microscopic features required for improving current PV T

modeling methods. Results have shown that these simulations provide remarkably ac-

curate descriptions of phase equilibria and thermophysical properties of fluids relevant to

petroleum processing across a wide range of conditions, showing the versatility of molec-

ular simulations as a predictive modeling tool and for developing new modeling methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Fluid Properties in the Oil and Gas Industry

Although there has been much progress made in identifying and developing alterna-

tive energy sources, such as liquid biofuels1 and photovoltaic solar cells,2 fossil fuels

continue to provide an overwhelming majority of the world’s energy supply. Specifically,

fossil fuels accounted for 86% of the world’s primary energy consumption in 2001,3 with

a roughly equal distribution between oil, coal, and natural gas. Because these fuels are

non-renewable, there is great concern regarding the viability of fossil fuels to meet future

energy demands, which is undeniably on a rise. The US Energy Information Administration

projects that fossil fuels will continue to supply at least 80% of the world’s energy usage

through 2040.4 Yet whether the time scale for relying on existing fossil fuel resources is on

the order of decades, centuries, or millenias3 is an enduring topic of debate, particularly

with the advent of shale oil and other unconventional oil and gas resources.5,6 Hence, the

majority of oil companies today are focusing on maximizing the recovery factor (RF) from

their oilfields, which currently stands somewhere between 20% and 40%.7 This means

that roughly 70% of the original oil in place (OOIP) is left stranded when production ceases

and oilfields are abandoned.8 Advances in enhanced oil recovery (EOR) technologies will

be crucial for meeting the demands of our increasingly energy-hungry world, providing

additional time to develop alternative energy resources.3,7 Furthermore, an increase in

hydrocarbon fuel consumption inevitably leads to a proportional increase in anthropogenic
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1.1. Fluid Properties in the Oil and Gas Industry

carbon dioxide emissions. Thus, developing carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) tech-

nologies9–11 will also play an important role in offsetting greenhouse gas emissions for pro-

longed fossil fuel usage. In order to develop these promising technologies, it is important

to improve our fundamental understanding of the chemical systems at hand.

Crude oil and natural gas are inherently complicated fluid mixtures, typically comprising

of a very large number of different chemical components. As such, their fluid properties

vary greatly between production and refinery sites, and can be quite challenging to quan-

tify properly. This poses a serious concern for the oil and gas industry because of the wide

range of conditions required to process these complicated fluids into desired products,

such as gasoline and liquified natural gas (LNG). Understanding fluid properties, such as

solubility limits and transport constants, is therefore necessary for designing safe and re-

liable processes. For example, asphaltene molecules are considered among the largest

species found in crude oil and they are known to contribute significantly to the viscosity

of bitumen.12 Despite the current understanding of asphaltene chemistry, their solubility in

crude oil still places constraints on petroleum processing because pipeline fouling from as-

phaltene precipitation continues to compromise flow assurance.13 Similarly, pipeline block-

ing is a substantial concern for natural gas production and transport due to formation of

ice-like clathrate structures commonly known as gas hydrates5 . In this case, understand-

ing fluid-hydrate interactions is crucial to control and minimize gas hydrate growth within

transmission lines. Hence, there is a need in the oil and gas industry to better understand

fluid properties at a fundamental level for a large variety of compounds and processing

conditions.

Fluid properties fundamentally influence all three operational sectors of petroleum pro-

cessing: upstream, midstream, and downstream. The upstream sector is concerned with

oil and gas extraction from geologic sources, while midstream and downstream focuses on

transporting and refining processes, respectively. Hence, the weight of improving oilfield

recovery factors rests largely on technological advances in the upstream sector. Advanced

technologies in this sector are largely focused towards miscible and immiscible fluid injec-

tion for EOR.14,15 Recovery strategies, such as water-alternating-gas (WAG)16 and surfac-

tant/polymer flooding,17 aim at recovering stranded oil and gas condensates by improving

microscopic oil displacements to achieve greater macroscopic sweep efficiencies. De-

signing EOR processes therefore requires detailed knowledge of fluid PV T properties at

relevant reservoir conditions, yet attaining experimental data for this purpose is not always

feasible. Despite the large amount of experiments found in the literature, there are many
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1.2. Thermodynamic Models

cases where obtaining experimental measurments for EOR process design is difficult, such

as for:18

• systems containing substantial amounts of hazardous or corrosive compounds, like

hydrogen sulfide

• heavy hydrocarbons that may not be commercially available in pure form for experi-

mental measurements

• system instabilities at relevant temperatures

• systems at extreme pressures

To extend beyond measurement limitations, the oil and gas industry has traditionally made

use of classical macroscopic models to extrapolate available experimental data to desired

conditions and systems. For thermodynamic properties of fluids, such as phase equi-

librium and thermophysical properties, this approach is the industry standard in chemical

process design, primarily due to its straightforward integration with traditional process mod-

eling software. Hence, designing efficient recovery processes relies strongly on the use

of advanced modeling methods capable of providing reliable representations and predic-

tions of thermodynamic fluid properties. An overview of thermodynamic models commonly

employed in the oil and gas industry is provided in the following sections.

1.2 Thermodynamic Models

Expressing thermodynamic properties in terms of analytical expressions has tradition-

ally provided a convenient way of modeling and representing bulk behavior of fluids for

many applications. Since Robert Boyle’s work on the fluid properties of air in the 17th cen-

tury, analytical expressions have been progressively developed to represent PV T prop-

erties as a representation of microscopic interactions. Many empirical equations of state

(EoS) have also been developed for the purpose of correlating known experimental data,

and some are often regarded as equivalent to experimental data when applied within

valid temperature and pressure limits. For chemical process design, analytically solv-

able EoS have been frequently used to estimate phase equilibria and PV T properties for

common compounds and standard operating conditions. One example is the well-known

Span-Wagner EoS,19–21 an empirical multiparameter model that expresses the specific

CHAPTER 1 3



1.2. Thermodynamic Models

Helmholtz free energy as:

a(T, ρ)

RT
=
ao(T, ρ)

RT
+
ar(T, ρ)

RT
= αo(τ, δ) + αr(τ, δ) (1.1)

where the total free energy is split into ideal and residual contributions, denoted by ”o”

and ”r” superscripts, respectively. Here, R is the gas constant, T is temperature, ρ is

density, τ = Tr/T , and δ = ρ/ρr. While the ideal component is determined from expressions

based on an ideal gas heat capacity correlation, the residual part is parametrized against

substance-specific measurements, and takes the form:

αr(τ, δ) =

IPol∑
i=0

niτ
tiδdi +

IPol+IExp∑
i=IPol+1

niτ
tiδdiexp(−γiδpi) (1.2)

where the parameters ni, ti, pi, di, γi, IPol, and IExp are generated to reproduce multiple

sets of experimental data simultaneously. One advantage of this type of formulation is that

many thermodynamic properties can be expressed as analytical expressions from first-

and second-order derivatives of the reduced Helmholtz free energy. For example, using

the thermodynamic relation u = a−Ts, the internal energy u(T, ρ) for this EoS is given by:

u(T, ρ)

RT
=
a+ Ts

RT
= τ(αoτ + αrτ ) (1.3)

where

αrτ =

(
∂αr

∂τ

)
δ

, αoτ =

(
∂αo

∂τ

)
δ

(1.4)

Based on equation 1.3, the isochoric heat capacity is determined by:

cv(T, ρ)

R
=

1

R

(
∂u

∂T

)
v

= −τ2(αoττ + αrττ ) (1.5)

where αoττ and αrττ denote second-order derivatives with respect to τ . Other thermody-

namic quantities, such as pressures, enthalpies, and vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) proper-

ties, can be expressed in a similar manner. Therefore, from a process design perspective,

using an empirical EoS such as this one is a convenient choice because its analytical for-

mulation allows for straightforward implementation into process modeling software at a low

computational expense. Despite their convenience, empirical models have limited applica-

bility beyond the range of experimental conditions to which they are fitted. For example,

activity coefficient models are commonly used to compute thermodynamic properties of

liquids at low to moderate temperatures and pressures, yet their accuracy deteriorates as

conditions approach the critical point. This limited performance is often due to inaccurate
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descriptions of important molecular interactions, particularly as deviations from ideal be-

havior become more pronounced. Therfore, accurate descriptions of microscopic behavior

are necessary to achieve greater applicability.

1.2.1 Cubic Equations of State

One of the most fruitful EoS is the equation proposed by van der Waals in his celebrated

thesis in 1873,22 which was the first to give a satisfactory description of vapor-to-liquid

condensation and to predict a critical point.23 The pressure-explicit form of the van der

Waals EoS is expressed as: (
p+

a

V 2

)
(V − b) = RT (1.6)

where a is called the attraction parameter and b the effective molecular volume and are

given by:

a = 3pcV
2
c = 27R2T 2

c /64pc

b = Vc/3 = RTc/8pc
(1.7)

where Tc and pc denote critical temperature and pressure, respectively. This EoS incor-

porates simple yet fundamental modifications to the ideal gas law, allowing for improved

performance due to a better representation of molecular volume exclusion and attractive

interactions. Although the universal value of R is used to evaluate the parameters a and b,

the van der Waals analysis leads to an expression of the gas constant that is numerically

different for each substance, and is given by:

R = 8pcVc/3Tc (1.8)

Equation 1.6 can also be expressed as a third-order polynomial of the compressibility

factor z:

z3 −
(
bp

RT
+ 1

)
z2 +

ap

(RT )2
z − abp2

(RT )3
= 0 (1.9)

This cubic form is convenient from a computing perspective, since its roots can be deter-

mined by standard iterative methods, such as the Newton-Raphson method.24 For VLE

calculations, the root finding procedure for a given isotherm yields three real roots for a

cubic EoS, the largest interpreted as the vapor compressibility factor, the smallest as the

liquid compressibility factor, and the intermediate as physically meaningless. At conditions

outside the phase envelope, such as for supercritical fluids, convergence to one root is

obtained due to the existence of a single phase.
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1.2. Thermodynamic Models

While the van der Waals EoS, along with his principle of corresponding states, estab-

lished a precedent for the development of modern cubic EoS, it is now essentially obsolete

with the exception of serving as an example of a simple model that incorporates physics-

based corrections to the ideal gas law. From a quantitative standpoint, it is seldom better

than moderately accurate, whereas other current EoS of not much greater complexity are

far superior.24 Examples of these improved two-parameter cubic EoS include Redlich-

Kwong25 (RK), Soave26 (SRK), and Peng-Robinson27 (PR). The SRK and PR EoS are

the most popular cubic equations currently used in research and optimizations in which

thermodynamic and VLE properties are required.28 In particular, they have attained wide

reception in industry due to their performance in describing phase equilibria for binary and

multicomponent systems with little computing effort. In particular, the PR EoS has shown

slightly better performance for VLE of non-polar and weakly polar substances at high pres-

sures and, hence, has been used extensively in the oil and gas industry.29 The PR EoS

has the form:

p =
RT

V − b
− aα(T )

V (V + b) + b(V − b)
(1.10)

where R is the gas constant, a and b are component specific constants that account for

attractive intermolecular interactions and hard-core volume of the fluid, respectively, and

are calculated as a function of Tc, and Pc. The constants a and b are given by:

a =0.45724
R2T 2

c

pc

b =0.07780
RTc

pc

(1.11)

Moreover, α(T ) is a temperature dependent function introduced to provide a better agree-

ment with experimental data from low temperature up to the critical point. This function is

component specific, since it includes a function of acentric factor. While significant work

has been devoted to developing accurate expressions for α(T ) for different types of flu-

ids,28,30 the original expression proposed by Peng and Robinson is given by:

α(T ) = [1 + (0.37464 + 1.54226ω − 0.26992ω2)(1−
√
Tr)]

2 (1.12)

For mixture calculations, the standard one-fluid van der Waals mixing rules are often used,

given by Equation 1.13. A single temperature independent binary interaction parameter,

kij, can be regressed against experimental data for greater accuracy within fitting bound-

aries. A non-zero kij is used for correlating experimental data, whereas setting kij = 0

provides predictive estimates based on experimental critical properties.
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aα(T ) =

c∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

xixj

√
(aα)i(aα)j(1− kij)

b =

c∑
i=1

xibi

(1.13)

For VLE calculations, such as in flash calculations at fixed T , p, and overall composition,

the PR EoS is most commonly applied in its cubic polynomial form, similar to Equation 1.9.

The cubic expression for the PR EoS takes the form:

z3 − (1−B)z2 + (A− 3B2 − 2B)z − (AB −B2 −B3) = 0 (1.14)

where

A = aα(T )
p

R2T 2

B =
bp

RT

(1.15)

At extreme T and p, or in the critical region, activity coefficient models tend to deteriorate

due to strong deviations from ideality. This departure yields unreliable flash calculation

procedures because activity coefficient models do not account for molecular interactions

in the liquid phase properly at these extreme conditions. Instead, the φ-φ formulation24

needs to be applied in order to determine partitioning between coexisting phases. Here,

phase equilibrium requires that fugacities fi of all components are equal in both coexisting

phases, such that:31

fLi =fVi

xLi φ̂
L
i =xVi φ̂

V
i

(1.16)

where φ̂Li and φ̂Vi denote fugacity coefficients of component i in liquid and vapor phases,

respectively, and xi denotes composition. Partition coefficients (K-values) are therefore

directly given by:

Ki =
φ̂Li
φ̂Vi

=
xVi
xLi

(1.17)

The fugacity coefficients for the PR EoS are obtained from the roots of Equation 1.14, and

are given by:

ln φ̂i =
Bi
B

(z − 1)− ln(z −B) +
A

4.828B

Bi
B
− 2

aα(T )

∑
j

xi(aα(T ))ij

 ln

[
z + 2.414B

z − 0.414B

]
(1.18)
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1.2. Thermodynamic Models

Hence, by using an objective function, such as the well-known function of Rachford and

Rice,32 K-values can be obtained from an iterative procedure, where convergence yields

the compositions of coexisting phases. Moreover, the PR EoS is similarly applicable to

calculations involving multiple coexisting phases, such as in VLLE calculations.

For practical purposes, cubic EoS have gained wide reception as a correlation tool

for many substances. However, because of the relatively crude description of molecular

interactions in these EoS, many physical features are disregarded. For example, hydro-

gen bonding and strong electrostatic interactions are not explicitly described by PR EoS,

making it highly unsuitable for modeling VLE in brines and surfactant mixtures, which are

ubiquitous in enhanced oil recovery. Hence, current EoS development has mostly shifted

towards models that explicitly account for such physical features.

1.2.2 Molecular-based Equations of State

Describing molecular interactions beyond simple hard sphere repulsion and dispersive

attraction has been the major focus of EoS development since the 1980s, providing a

greater statistical mechanical basis in molecuar-based models.33 An EoS that has gained

considerable popularity in academic and industrial communities is the statistical associat-

ing fluid theory, commonly known as SAFT. It was first developed by Chapman, Gubbins,

Radosz, Huang, and co-workers34,35 based on the thermodynamic perturbation theory

(TPT) of Wertheim,36–39 and has been parametrized for a large number of substances, in-

cluding aromatic hydrocarbons, polymers, and water. Mathematically, SAFT is expressed

as a function of the residual Helmoholtz free energy:

Ares(T, ρ)

NRT
=
ares(T, ρ)

RT
=
a(T, ρ)

RT
− aideal(T, ρ)

RT
=
aref (T, ρ)

RT
+
adisp(T, ρ)

RT

=
ahs(T, ρ)

RT
+
achain(T, ρ)

RT
+
adisp(T, ρ)

RT
+
aassoc(T, ρ)

RT

(1.19)

where the superscripts ideal, ref, disp, hs, chain, and assoc denote ideal gas, reference

fluid, dispersion, hard sphere, chain formation, and association contributions to the residual

Helmholtz free energy. SAFT uses a hard sphere reference fluid, to which perturbations are

applied. In contrast to cubic EoS, fugacity coefficients can be derived from the Helmholtz

free energy for use in VLE calculations by applying classical thermodynamic relations. This

free energy dependence allows the flexibility to improve VLE calculations by modifying the

perturbation terms such that additional molecular contributions are accounted for.
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The SAFT framework provides a fundamental basis from which numerous EoS have

been developed, where the residual free energy terms are modified on the basis of TPT. A

popular variation of SAFT is the perturbed-chain SAFT (PC-SAFT40), which uses a func-

tional form similar to Equation 1.19, with the exception that thermodynamic perturbations

are applied to a hard-chain reference fluid. Hence, the functional form of reference and

dispersive perturbation terms differ from the original SAFT formulation. The complete EoS

is given in terms of compressibility factors:

Z = Zid + Zhc + Zdisp + Zassoc (1.20)

where the superscript hc denotes the hard chain contribution, Z = pV /RT and Zid = 1.

Each of these contributions take into account physical features at a molecular level. For

example, the perturbation contribution to the compressibility factor for the reference fluid is

given by:

Zhc = m̄Zhs−
∑
i

xi(mi − 1)ρ
∂ ln ghsii
∂ρ

m̄ =
∑
i

ximi

(1.21)

where xi is the mole fraction of chains of component i, mi is the number of segments in

a chain of component i, ρ is the total number density of molecules, and ghsii is the radial

pair distribution function (RDF) for segments of component i in the hard sphere system.

The hard-chain reference fluid also leads to a dispersion term that better accounts for its

dependence on the chain length of a molecule, whereas other SAFT models only account

for chainlike shape in the repulsive contribution term. As a consequence, PC-SAFT has

shown an improved performance over SAFT for VLE of chain molecules.

The SAFT family has grown significantly since its inception, providing thermodynamic

models for a variety of substances by incorporating different molecular contributions within

its perturbation terms. For example, the soft-SAFT EoS41–43 and SAFT-LJ EoS44,45 both

use the Lennard-Jones (LJ) sphere as their reference fluid, where chains are composed

of bonded LJ segments which account for both repulsive and attractive interactions of the

monomers. The chain perturbation term therefore includes a term for the RDF of LJ seg-

ments, as opposed to that of hard spheres in PC-SAFT (see Equation 1.21). Another

example is PC-PSAFT,46,47 an extension of PC-SAFT that was developed to explicitly ac-

count for polar and induced polar interactions, such as for quadrupole-quadrupole interac-

tions in CO2. Many more SAFT variations have now been described in the literature,48–52
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with variable performance. While the performance in correlating experimental data has

been greatly improved over traditional empirical models, predictive thermodynamic model-

ing using these models is still not sufficiently reliable for most practical applications. Hence,

much research is still ongoing to improve predictive modeling capabilities within the frame-

work of molecular-based EoS.

1.3 Molecular Simulations

In contrast to EoS modeling, molecular simulation presents the advantage of a theo-

retical framework founded upon the priciples of statistical mechanics, where knowledge

of explicit interactions at the molecular scale allows for predictive modeling of fluid prop-

erties. Advances in simulation algorithms, force fields and computer speed have enabled

computer experiments based on molecular simulations that can now predict fluid property

data with high precision and accuracy, in some cases more reliably and cost-efficiently

than physical experiments.53 From the perspective of phase equilibria and thermophysical

properties, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations provide an alternative for predictive modeling,

offering wider range of applicability in comparison to EoS. Moreover, MC simulations yield

direct insight into molecular-level details that influence phase equilibria and thermophys-

ical properties, which are much needed to develop advanced EoS. An overview of MC

simulation is provided in the following sections.

1.3.1 Metropolis Monte Carlo

Among the Monte Carlo methods available, Metropolis Monte Carlo54 remains the most

widely used technique. To illustrate this method, let’s consider the partition function of a

system in the canonical (constant N , V , and T ) ensemble, which is given by:

Q(N,V, T ) =
∑
j

e−Ej/kBT (1.22)

where Ej is the energy of the jth eigenstate, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. We

can further consider the system to be composed of N indistinguishable particles, and the

summation term can be expressed as a multidimensional integral over the entire set of 3N

coordinates (qN ) and 3N momenta (pN ), that is, over the 6N dimensions of phase space.

The classical expression for this partition function is given by

Qclass =
c

N !

∫
· · ·
∫
e−H(qN,pN )/kBTdpNqN (1.23)
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1.3. Molecular Simulations

where H(qN,pN ) denotes the classical Hamiltonian qN = q1, q2, · · · , qN is the set of all

positions, and pN = p1, p2, · · · , pN is the set of all momenta. The term 1/N ! is included to

account for particles that are indistinguishable, and c is a constant that ensures Qclass and

Q are equal. Separating the Hamiltonian into kinetic and potential energy (U ) terms, and

assuming only translational degrees of freedom apply, we obtain

H(pN,qN ) =
1

2m

N∑
j=1

(
p2
xj + p2

yj + p2
zj

)
+ U

(
qN
)

(1.24)

By substituting Equation 1.24 into Equation 1.23 and integrating over momenta, we obtain

Qclass =
1

N !

(
2πmkBT

h2

)3N/2

ZN (1.25)

where

ZN =

∫
· · ·
∫
e−U(qN )/kBTdqN (1.26)

is called the configurational integral and e−U(qN )/kBT is known as the Boltzmann weight.

With this expression, ensemble averages of mechanical properties M that do not depend

on momenta are given by

〈M〉 =
1

ZN

∫
· · ·
∫
M(qN )e−U(qN )/kBTdqN (1.27)

In general, the goal of a MC simulation is not to evaluate the configuational integral but

rather to compute averages of the form given in Equation 1.27. In other words, we are in-

terested in computing the ratio of two multidensional integrals. The Metropolis MC method

provides an efficent scheme to sample this ratio based on importance sampling. Here,

instead of choosing configurations randomly, then weighing them with exp(−E/kT ), con-

figurations are selected with probability exp(−E/kT ) and weighted evenly.55 In this way,

configurations with a larger Boltzmann weight are selected more frequently, avoiding the

need to generate an excessive amount of configurations with low Boltzmann weights. To

determine these configurations, a Markov chain of events is generated. In this series of

trials, the outcome of each trial depends only upon the trial that immediately precedes it,

becoming part of a finite series of outcomes called configurational space.

Trial moves in Metropolis MC are accepted or rejected based on their probability den-

sity, which is given by

ρ(qN ) =
e−U(qN )/kBT

Q
(1.28)
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The condition of detailed balance requires that, in equilibrium, the average number of

accepted trial moves that result in the system leaving state o must be exactly equal to

those from all other state n to state o. This condition is given by:

K(o→ n) = K(n→ o) (1.29)

where K(o → n) is the flow of configuration o to n and is equal to the product of the

probability of being in configuration o, the probability of generating configuration n, and the

acceptance probability:

K(o→ n) = ρ(o)× α(o→ n)× acc(o→ n) (1.30)

From Equation 1.29 it follows that

acc(o→ n)

acc(n→ o)
=
ρ(n)

ρ(o)
= e−β[U(n)−U(o)] (1.31)

From this expression, the acceptance rule for trial moves is given by:

acc(o→ n) = min[1,
ρ(n)

ρ(o)
(1.32)

To decide upon acceptance or rejection of a trial move, a random number r is gener-

ated from a uniform distribution within the interval [0,1] and compared to the acceptance

probability. Since the probability that r is less than acc(o → n) is equal to acc(o → n),

moves can be accepted if r < acc(o → n). A uniform distribution is required for unbiased

MC sampling.

1.3.2 Gibbs Ensemble Monte Carlo

Although several molecular simulation methods for the calculation of fluid phase equilib-

ria have emerged over time, the Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo (GEMC) method introduced

by Panagiotopoulos56,57 shines through conceptual simplicity and has sparked widespread

use of molecular simulation for the prediction of fluid phase equilibria. A major advantage

of the GEMC method is that it utilizes separate, but thermodynamically connected simu-

lations boxes for the coexisting phases, and avoids the need for explicit interfaces where

fluid properties deviate considerably from bulk behavior. For simplicity, we can consider the

simulation of vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) of neat systems with the canonical version of

the Gibbs ensemble, which separates the coexisting phases into two subsystems denoted

as boxes 1 and 2. Here, the total number of particles N , total volume V , and temperature
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of NV T -Gibbs ensemble moves for two-box setup: particle dis-
placement, volume rearrangement, and particle interchange.58

T are maintained constant. Three fundamental move types are used in the Gibbs ensem-

ble: particle displacement, correlated particle insertion/deletion, and correlated volume

rearrangements. Figure 1.1 shows these move types for the two-box setup.

By a correlated move we refer to one which upon acceptance has an effect on one

box and the opposite effect on the other. For example, if a particle is inserted into box

1, another particle must be deleted in box 2 to maintain N constant. The probability of

accepting these moves in the NV T -Gibbs ensemble is founded upon its partition function,

which has the form:58,59

Q(N,V, T ) =

∫ V

V1=0
dV1

N∑
N1=0

Q1(N1, V1, T )Q2(N2, V2, T ) (1.33)

where Q1 and Q2 are the canonical partition function for subsystems 1 and 2. Considering

the thermodynamic connection between both subsystems (i.e. constraining N = N1 + N2

and V = V1 + V2), the partition function can be expressed as

Q(N,V, T ) =

N∑
N1=0

1

Λ3NN1!(N −N1)!

∫ V

0
dV1V

N1
1 (V − V1)N−N1

×
∫

dsN1
1 e−βU(sN1

1 )

∫
dsN−N1

2 e−βU(sN−N1
2 )

(1.34)

Here, s denotes a scaled coordinate, U denotes potential energy, β = −1/kBT , and Λ

is the de Broglie thermal wavelength. From this expression it follows that the probability
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density of finding some configuration with N1 particles in box 1 with with a volume V1 and

coordinates sN1
1 and sN−N1

2 is given by

ρ(N1, V1, s
N1
1 , sN−N1

2 ) ∝ V N1
1 (V − V1)N−N1

N1!(N −N1)!
exp{−β[U(sN1

1 ) + U(sN−N1
2 ) (1.35)

Combining equation 1.35 with the condition of detailed balance form the basis for the ac-

ceptance rules of the three main trial moves in GEMC simulations, as explained in the

previous section. First, let’s consider the particle displacement move. The ratio of statisti-

cal weights of these two configurations is given by

ρ(n)

ρ(o)
=

exp[−βU(sN1
n )]

exp[−βU(sN1
o )]

(1.36)

Substituting this into the condition of detailed balance yields the acceptance rule

acc(o→ n) = min[1,exp{−β[U(sN1
n )− U(sN1

o )]}] (1.37)

Now let’s consider the volume rearrangement move. Since this move is correlated, when

the volume in box 1 is increased by ∆V , the volume in box 2 is decreased by the same

amount. The ratio of statistical weights is now given by

ρ(n)

ρ(o)
=

(V n
1 )N1(V − V n

1 )N−N1

(V o
1 )N1(V − V o

1 )N−N1

exp[−βU(sNn )]

exp[−βU(sNo )]
(1.38)

In accordance to the condition of detailed balance, the acceptance rule for volume change

is given by

acc(o→ n) = min
[
1,

(V n
1 )N1(V − V n

1 )N−N1

(V o
1 )N1(V − V o

1 )N−N1
exp{−β[U(sNn )− U(sNo )]}

]
(1.39)

Now let’s consider a particle insertion into box 1. Upon acceptance of this move, an anal-

ogous particle deletion must occur in box 2 so as to maintain the total number of particles

N constant. The ratio of statistical weights of the configurations is then given by

ρ(n)

ρ(o)
=

N1!(N −N1)!V N1
1 (V − V1)N−(N1−1)

(N1 − 1)!(N − (N1 − 1))!V N1
1 (V − V1)N−N1

exp{−β[U(sNn )− U(sNo )]} (1.40)

Once more, by imposing detailed balance for this move yields the acceptance rule:

acc(o→ n) = min
[
1,

N1(V − V1)

(N −N1 + 1)V1
exp{−β[U(sNn )− U(sNo )]}

]
(1.41)

This set of moves is required for all GEMC simulations. Particle displacement moves are

necessary to ensure that the system has reached thermal equilibrium. Likewise, volume
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moves ensure that the pressure is equilibrated between both boxes, reaching mechani-

cal equilibrium. Particle insertion/deletion moves are likewise necessary to equilibrate the

chemical potential and establish chemical equilibrium. On his original derivation, Pana-

giotopolous considered the Gibbs ensemble as a combination of various other ensembles.

The particle displacement moves considered a system in the NV T ensemble, the vol-

ume rearrangements considered the system to be in the NpT ensemble, and the particle

insertion/deletion moves considered the system to be in the µV T ensemble. While the

derivation based on these assumptions paved the way for the currently accepted method,

a system cannot be in multiple ensembles at the same time.

The GEMC method has been illustrated for simple molecules without any consideration

for internal degrees of freedom, such as bond bending and bond stretching. However,

these important molecular features must not be overlooked, as they strongly influence fluid

properties and are widely incorporated into most molecular mechanics force fields.

1.3.3 Configurational-Bias Monte Carlo

The standard move types detailed in the previous sections have shown to be useful

by themselves for relatively simple systems. As one moves to more complex systems,

such as chain molecules, their performance are not enough to ensure efficient simulation

of phase equilibria. For example, particle insertions into a dense system in the Gibbs

ensemble are likely to encounter particle overlap for chain molecules, as their conformation

in space is not being altered during a standard insertion/deletion move. Considering a

chain molecule to be modeled as a chain of beads, the probability of inserting a bead

into a liquid box of common density is close to 1 in 200. Extending this to chains of

n beads leads to probabilities of insertion in the order of 1 in 200n. This would make

many ordinary simulations, such as for VLE of conformationally flexible alkanes, essentially

impossible and would require excessively large amounts of computer time. For this reason,

incorporating configurational-bias Monte Carlo60–62 (CBMC) moves into such simulations

has a huge influence on these acceptance rates.

The CBMC algorithm was derived as an extension of the self-avoiding random walk

scheme of Rosenbluth and Rosenbluth63 for the simulation of polymers on a lattice. This

method is built up in a stepwise manner such that, at every stage, the next monomeric

unit or bead is preferentially added in a direction that has a large Boltzmann weight (more
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favorable configurations) in contrast to those with low Boltzmann weights (unfavorable con-

formations, i.e. overlaps). Before a bead is inserted, the Boltzmann weight for each of the

generated trial sites is computed, allowing the system to sample various possible confor-

mations.

When using CBMC moves in a simulation, it is often convenient to separate the po-

tential energy into two parts, the bonded (internal) potential (U int) and the non-bonded

(external) potential (U ext). The bonded potential is necessary to generate possible trial

sites, since accounting for the molecular mechanics of torsions, bends, and stretches influ-

ences where new sites can be generated. The non-bonded potential, however, influences

which of these trial sites is most energetically favorable, hence allowing the molecules to

be grown with greater energetic “comfort”. Note that this process takes into account the

regrowth of one monomeric unit or bead at a time. This means that, without further modifi-

cation, this algorithm would spend a considerable amount of computer time on “dead end”

configurations for large or heavily branched molecules, though not as much as without

it. Hence, this method works best when tuned to the specific needs of the simulation or

application of interest.

To explore this method in detail, let’s consider a molecule to be regrown into a new

configuration in a step-by-step manner. If the entire molecule is being regrown, then f trial

sites are generated at random positions within the simulation box, where one of these (site

i) is chosen with probability of

P selecting
1i (bi) =

e−βU
ext
1i

w1(n)
(1.42)

where

w1(n) =

f∑
j=1

e−βU
ext
1j (1.43)

Equation 1.43 is the Rosenbluth weight of the first segment in the new configuration. For

the remainder of the l segments, k trial orientations bi are generated and the molecule can

be regrown according to the Boltzmann weight of the internal potential for each segment:

P generating
li (bi)db =

e−βU
int
li db∫

e−βU
int
l db

= Ce−βU
int
li db (1.44)

where C is just an integration constant. From the k trial orientations that were generated,

one is chosen according to the Boltzmann weight of its external potential

P selecting
li (bi) =

e−βU
ext
li

wl(n)
(1.45)
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where again the denominator on the right hand side denotes the Rosenbluth weight of

segment l. This procedure is repeated until the entire molecule has been grown. The

Rosenbluth weight for all s segments in the new configuration is given by

W (n) =
s∏
l=1

wl(n) (1.46)

The probability of growing the new chain is given by the product of the probability of gen-

erating a trial orientation and the probability of selecting this orientation. For all monomers

or beads, this gives

P (n) =
s∏
l=1

P selecting
li P generating

li (1.47)

Here, i denotes the specific trial site that was selected for growth. Substituting equa-

tions 1.44 and 1.45 and considering that U = U ext + U int yields

P (n) =
s∏
l=1

Ce−βU(n)

wl(n)
(1.48)

Having established how to grow a molecule into a new conformation, we now turn to the

rules governing the acceptance of these moves during simulation. To do so will require

calculating the Rosenbluth weight of the old configuration in order to consequently accept

or reject this move. This old configuration is retraced in a similar fashion, except that now

f − 1 trial orientations are generated for the first monomer or bead, and k − 1 for all other

segments. The f th and kth orientations represent the analogous old configurations. For

the first monomer or bead, the Rosenbluth weight of the old configuration is given by

w1(o) =

f−1∑
j=1

eβU
ext
1j + e−βU

ext
1f (1.49)

where e−βU
ext
1f is the current external potential being weighted against the other f − 1

generated orientations. Hence, the probability of this site being selected to grow the first

bead or monomer is given by

P selecting
1f (bf ) =

e−βU
ext
1f

w1(o)
(1.50)

Likewise, kth (old) orientation is weighted against the other k−1 trial orientations generated

for the rest of the segments in the chain, and thus the probability that this old configuration

would be chosen is given by

P generating
lk (bk)db =

e−βU
int
lk db∫

e−βU
int
l db

= Ce−βU
int
lk db (1.51)
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Similar to the new trial configurations, the probability of selecting each of the kth segment

in the old configurations is given by

P selecting
lk (bk) =

e−βU
ext
lk

wl(o)
(1.52)

where, analogous to equation 1.49, the Rosenbluth weight for the lth segment is given by

wl(o) =

k−1∑
j=1

eβU
ext
lj + e−βU

ext
lk (1.53)

and again the last term is the current external potential being weighted agains the other

k − 1 generated orientations. Having this we can determine the Rosenbluth weight for the

old configuration of the entire molecule or chain, given by

W (o) =
s∏
l=1

wl(o) (1.54)

The overall probability of growing the old molecule or chain is therefore given by

P (o) =
s∏
l=1

P selecting
lk P generating

lk (1.55)

Inserting the previously determined expressions for P selecting
lk and P generating

lk into equa-

tion 1.55, and again taking into account that U = U ext + U int, the expression for P (o)

reduces to

P (o) =
s∏
l=1

Ce−βU(o)

wl(o)
(1.56)

In going from the old configuration to the new one, it follows from equation 1.30 that

K(o→ n) =
e−βU(o)

Q

Ce−βU(n)

wl(n)
acc(o→ n) (1.57)

In order to maintain the detailed balance condition, equation 1.29 must apply. Therefore, it

follows that
K(o→ n)

K(n→ o)
=

acc(o→ n) wl(o)

acc(n→ o) wl(n)
= 1 (1.58)

We can now determine the corresponding acceptance probabilities without any prior knowl-

edge of the partition function nor the integration constant, which in practice is highly favor-

able. The probability that the trial configuration is accepted for the new segment is given

by

acc(o→ n) = min
{

1,
wl(n)

wl(o)

}
(1.59)
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Similarly, the acceptance probability for the whole chain or molecule is obtain by taking the

product over all segments:

acc(o→ n) =
s∏
l=1

min
{

1,
wl(n)

wl(o)

}
= min

{
1,
W (n)

W (o)

}
(1.60)

Incorporating CBMC into a GEMC simulation greatly improves its performance and al-

lows one to efficiently simulate systems with conformational degrees of freedom. This is

particularly important for challenging simulations of dense systems, such as those shown

in Chapters 5 and 6 where long-chain alkanes require many insertions into dense liquid

phases. Morever, efficient simulation is necessary for systems that require long equilibra-

tion periods or can potentially become trapped in metastable states. With these tools at

hand, a variety of complex chemical systems can be explored. In the following chapters,

these advanced modeling strategies were used to determine phase equilibria and thermo-

physical properties for a variety of fluid systems.
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Chapter 2

Influence of Simulation Protocols on
the Efficiency of Gibbs Ensemble
Monte Carlo Simulations

2.1 Introduction

As explained in Section 1.3.2, GEMC simulations provide an elegant formalism to di-

rectly compute VLE properties. However, simulations of challenging systems often require

additional considerations by the user. For example, VLE of near-critical systems suffer from

density fluctuations as the coexisting phases become increasingly similar, often rendering

the simulations unstable. As shown in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, large system sizes are intro-

duced at the expense of increased computational effort to supress fluctuations. For such

cases, it is highly desirable to reduce the expense by selecting simulation protocols that

yield efficient computational performance. Therefore, it is necessary to assess computing

expenses within GEMC simulations.

The computational effort for particle swap and volume moves is considerably greater

than for conventional particle displacements. The volume move is intrinsically expensive

because, for molecules represented by multi-site models, it involves the calculation of the

total energy of each subsystem, whereas only the energy of the displaced particle is re-

quired for translational and rotational moves. The effort for a particle swap move is large

because special tricks are needed to achieve a reasonable acceptance rate at low reduced

temperature and/or for complex molecules with conformational flexibility or the ability to

20



2.1. Introduction

form hydrogen bonds. Configurational-bias Monte Carlo strategies can greatly boost the

acceptance rates for particle swap moves61,62,64–66 but are more expensive than unbiased

particle swap moves.

Given that the GEMC partition function involves an outer integration over volume and

summation over particle number with the inner terms being a product of canonical parti-

tion functions for the two subsystems (see Equation 1.33), it is not clear how the compu-

tational effort should be distributed between volume and swap moves necessary for the

sampling of the outer integration/summation and particle displacement moves necessary

for the sampling of the microstates within the canonical terms. For systems with the inter-

actions described by molecular mechanics force fields, the cost of an energy calculation

depends mostly on the number of particles in a given subsystem and the fraction of par-

ticles contained within the potential truncation distance. Thus, the cost of computing the

liquid-phase energy is much higher than that for the vapor phase. Given the constraint

that the box length for each subsystem should be larger than twice the distance used to

truncate molecular mechanics interactions, the smallest overall system size for a GEMC

simulation can be achieved by distributing the volume about evenly between the vapor and

liquid phases; a set-up used by most early GEMC simulations.53,57,59,67 (This also holds for

recent GEMC simulations using Kohn-Sham density functional theory with a plane wave

basis set to describe the intermolecular interactions because empty space in the vapor

phase also contributes significantly to the cost.68) At low reduced temperatures and for

typical system sizes, however, a phase ratio near unity results in a vapor phase containing

on average less than one particle which leads to large statistical uncertainties for the deter-

mination of the saturated vapor density and pressure. Thus, more recent Gibbs ensemble

simulations66,69 have used a larger total volume to shift the phase ratio toward the vapor

side, so that a suitable number of particles is found on average in the vapor phase.

For a GEMC simulation of a specific single-component system (N molecules of a given

type) at a specific state point (temperature T ), the user needs to specify the frequen-

cies with which particle swap and volume moves are attempted and the total volume that

controls the phase ratio. Judicious choices of these simulation parameters may lead to

improved computational efficiency for a GEMC simulation. Different research groups have

over time used rather different protocols,53,66,67,69–71 In this work, several simulation pro-

tocols are explored covering the range of GEMC simulation parameters commonly used.

Specifically, the total volumes were adjusted to yield either about equal volumes for both
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phases or a phase ratio with the vapor phase containing about 10 or 20% of the total par-

ticles (these three phase ratios are labeled here as EQ, 10, and 20) and the frequencies for

attempted special moves were adjusted to yield about 0.1, 1, and 10 accepted swap and

volume moves per MC cycle consisting of N randomly selected moves (these three move

frequencies are labeled here as Lo, Me, and Hi.

To assess whether different molecule types would benefit from different protocols, sim-

ulations were carried out for water and n-octane, i.e., prototypical examples of hydrogen-

bonding and articulated molecules. In addition, three different reduced temperatures rang-

ing from near the triple point to near the critical point were investigated. The computational

efficiency is measured by the relative standard error of the mean for the orthobaric liquid

density and saturated vapor pressure achieved for a given amount of CPU time. Com-

parison of the large number of simulations provides guidance on suitable simulation pro-

tocols for GEMC simulations. It should be noted here that other advanced Monte Carlo

approaches for the determination of coexistence curves also require setting a large num-

ber of control parameters governing the efficiency and a comparison to recent transition

matrix Monte Carlo simulations72 is beyond the scope of this work.

2.2 Simulation Details

The interactions of n-octane and water were described by the TraPPE–UA force field69

and the TIP4P model,73 respectively. For the alkane, the Lennard-Jones potential is used

for the nonbonded interactions of CHx pseudo-atoms and the intramolecular degrees of

freedom are governed by a fixed C–C bond length, a harmonic angle bending potential,

and a cosine series torsional potential. The TIP4P model uses a rigid internal structure

and the nonbonded interactions are described by a combination of Lennard-Jones and

Coulomb potentials.

The MCCCS–MN program74 was used for all NV T -GEMC simulations. For both com-

pounds, simulation were carried out at three reduced temperatures: 0.6, 0.75, and 0.9

(with the values of Tc = 568 K for n-octane and 583 K for water taken from previous sim-

ulations69,75). System sizes of 200 and 500 molecules (i.e., 1600 and 2000 interactions

sites, respectively) were used for the n-octane and water simulations, respectively. These

systems sizes are typical for these two compounds and allow for use of potential trunca-

tion distances consistent with those used in the force field development. In the n-octane

simulations with the TraPPE force field, a spherical potential truncation with rcut = 1.4 nm
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and analytical tail corrections54 was used for the nonbonded Lennard-Jones interactions.

For the TIP4P water simulations, the Lennard-Jones and Coulomb interactions in the liquid

phase were truncated at 1.0 nm, whereas a larger truncation distance close to 40% of the

average box length was used for the vapor phase, and analytical tail corrections for the

Lennard-Jones interactions and an Ewald summation with the convergence parameter set

at 3.2/rcut were employed to account for the long-range interactions.54 When the Ewald

method is used, then adjusting rcut to reflect the box length greatly reduces the number of

reciprocal space vectors and leads to a reduction in the computational effort.76

As mentioned in Section 2.1, three different phase ratios (Eq, 10, and 20) and three

different sets of swap and volume move frequencies (Lo, Me, and Hi) were explored. How-

ever, an upper bound of 50% was applied for the fraction, fswap, of particle swap moves to

ensure an adequate fraction of the conventional moves. Since acceptance rates for particle

swaps can become extremely low at low reduced temperatures and for large molecules,

this upper bound restricted the use of the simulations protocols with the higher acceptance

frequencies. The remaining fraction of MC moves was divided equally among translational

and rotational moves for water and among translational, rotational, and CBMC conforma-

tional moves for n-octane. Maximum displacements for translational and rotational moves

were adjusted to yield acceptance probabilities close to 50%. The CBMC parameters for

insertion of the first bead (the oxygen site and a methyl group for water and n-octane, re-

spectively) in a swap move and for subsequent beads in swap and conformational moves

were set to 10 and 8 for n-octane and 32 and 8 for water. Given the adjustable maxi-

mum volume displacement (set to yield an acceptance rate of 40%), the fraction of volume

moves required for a specific number, NV , of accepted volume moves per cycle is given by

fvol = NV /0.4N . In these GEMC simulations, the instantaneous pressure is evaluated only

after every five MC cycles (because of the expense of the pressure calculation), whereas

the instantaneous density is known at every MC step. The short names of the GEMC sim-

ulation protocols and the numerical values for their control parameters are summarized in

Table 2.1.

To provide reliable estimates of the statistical uncertainties, 16 independent simulations

were performed for every setup that was tested, where the production period in each of

these consisted of 2.5 × 105 MC cycles. The relative standard error of the mean for vapor

pressures and liquid densities were computed to assess the efficiency of each simulation

protocol. Values of the running averages were stored every 2500 MC cycles, yielding

100 evenly-spaced data points from which the standard error of the mean, σm, can be
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Table 2.1: Total volume and fraction of swap moves for different GEMC protocols.

V [nm3] fswap [%]
Tr compound Eq 10 20 Lo Me Hi

0.60 water 31 3800 7500 1.3 13 —
n-octane 110 4200 8300 25 — —

0.75 water 35 280 530 0.45 4.5 45
n-octane 130 460 860 1.5 15 —

0.90 water 42 52 83 0.25 2.5 25
n-octane 140 150 230 0.33 3.3 33

computed. At any point p along the progress of the n = 16 independent simulations, σm of

a particular property can be computed as follows

σm(p) =

{
1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i=1

[
xi(p)− x(p)

]2
}1/2

(2.1)

where xi(p) is the running average of independent simulation i at point p, and x(p) is the

mean of the running averages over all independent simulations at point p.

To allow for comparison of different GEMC simulation protocols that require different

amounts of computational effort per MC cycle, the evolution of the relative standard error

of the mean is plotted here as function of the total CPU time, tCPU(p) (on four quad-core

2.66 GHz Intel Xeon processors), for all 16 independent simulations. The efficiency of a

protocol is then given by the term A determined from a least-squares fit to a log-log plot as

follows

log
[
σm(p)/ x(p)

]
= logA− 0.5 log [tCPU(p)] (2.2)

The relative efficiency, Reff , of two simulation protocols α and β is given by

Reff = (Aα/Aβ)−2 (2.3)

That is, when, for a given amount of CPU time, protocol α yields a σm that is three times

smaller than for protocol β, then protocol α is nine times as efficient because it would take

nine times longer for protocol β to reach the same lower value of σrm. Here, Reff is given

with respect to the most efficient protocol for a given property, compound, and reduced

temperature.
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2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Verification and Precision of Simulation Protocols

While assessing the efficiency of different simulation protocols is key to this work, it is

also important to verify that these protocols yield the correct answer. For any protocol at a

given state point, all independent simulations are expected to converge to the same value

within statistical uncertainty. Figure 2.1 shows the convergent nature of the n-octane and

water simulations carried out at Tr = 0.75 using one of the protocols (20-Me). After about

200 total CPU hours (i.e., about 12 CPU hours per independent simulation), the spreads

among the different simulations have reduced to about 0.004 and 0.01 g/ml for the liquid

densities of n-octane and water, respectively, and to about 20 and 100 kPa for the saturated

vapor pressures of n-octane and water, respectively. Accounting for the differences in the

absolute values of these properties, the relative deviations are quite similar for the two

compounds despite the larger system size used for water. For the compounds and system

sizes used here, a single simulation run lasting for about 12 CPU hours yields a liquid

density and saturated vapor pressure that should fall within about 1% and 10% of the mean

values that would be obtained using longer runs and/or multiple independent simulations.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the convergence of the mean values obtained by averaging over

the 16 independent simulations. It is evident that the different simulation protocols con-

verge to the same mean values. As should be expected, the spread between these mean

values is about a factor of 4 smaller than the spread between the independent simula-

tions. After a total of 200 CPU hours, the spread is only about 0.001 g/ml (0.2%) and

5 kPa (2%) for the liquid density and saturated vapor pressure of n-octane. Spreads of this

(relative) magnitude are already much smaller than the accuracy of almost all molecular

mechanics force fields. To investigate whether the lower frequency of the pressure calcu-

lation causes its larger relative error, the evolution of the vapor density was also assessed

(not shown). However, it was found that the relative spread for the mean values of the

vapor density yields values that are very close to those for the vapor pressure; hence, the

lower frequency of the pressure calculation is not responsible for the larger spread in the

vapor-phase properties.

The data presented so far illustrate that (i) independent simulations with the same sim-

ulation protocol converge to the same property values and (ii) the simulations for the differ-

ent protocols converge to the same property values. However, neither of these tests rules

out mistakes in the simulation algorithm and its implementation into a computer program
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Figure 2.1: Running averages of the liquid densities (left) and vapor pressures (right) for
n-octane (top) and water (bottom) obtained for 16 independent simulations as function of
CPU time at Tr = 0.75 using protocol 20-Me.

because such mistakes might lead to reproducible and converging but incorrect property

values. To check for the correctness of the simulation algorithm and its implementation, the

present simulation data are compared with literature data.69,72,77,78 As can be seen from

the data presented in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the coexistence densities and saturated vapour

pressures obtained for protocol 10–Lo (available at all three state points) are in excellent

agreement with other simulations using the transition matrix MC method,72 the reaction

GEMC method,78 and molecular dynamics simulations for a liquid slab with explicit inter-

faces.77
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Figure 2.2: Mean values of the liquid densities (left) and vapor pressures (right) for n-
octane (top) and water (bottom) obtained by averaging over the 16 independent simulations
for each protocol as function of CPU time. Results are shown for six different protocols at
Tr = 0.75.

2.3.2 Effects of Phase Ratio and Frequency of Accepted Swap and Volume
Moves

Here it needs to be mentioned again that the acceptance rate for swap moves de-

creases significantly as the temperature is decreased. With the CBMC parameters used

in this work, the decrease is much more severe for n-octane (close to a factor of 5 as Tr is

lowered from 0.9 to 0.75) than for water (only about a factor of 2 for the same change in

Tr). Thus, protocols yielding the higher acceptance frequencies cannot be achieved at the

lower temperatures (see Table 2.1).

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show the evolution of the relative standard error of the mean for the

liquid density and the vapor pressure, respectively, and Table 2.2 provides numerical values

for the relative efficiencies of the different protocols. Although the log-log plots indicate that
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Figure 2.3: Vapor–liquid coexistence curves for n-octane and water showing a compari-
son of data obtained for protocol 10–Lo with previous simulation data for the same mod-
els.69,72,77,78

the present simulations follow the expected decrease in the relative σm as the CPU time

increases and yield a slope close to –0.5 in all cases, the noise in the data is pronounced

and the decrease is non-monotonic. Thus, the precision of the uncertainty estimate is low

(using 16 independent simulations). In contrast, the precision of the vapor–liquid coex-

istence data is very high. For GEMC simulations taking approximately 1000 CPU hours,

the relative σm in the liquid density and vapor pressure are smaller than 0.1% and 0.6%,

respectively, at all temperatures and for both compounds. These levels of precision exceed

by far the accuracy of molecular mechanics force fields.

The data in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show that, for a given protocol, the relative σm for the

liquid density increases with increasing temperature (by about a factor of 4 for Tr increasing

from 0.6 to 0.9), whereas the relative σm for the vapor pressure does not appear to change

significantly over this Tr range. For both properties, the relative σm is somewhat smaller for

n-octane than for water at the same Tr.
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Figure 2.4: Clausius–Clapeyron plot of the saturated vapor pressures for n-octane and
water showing a comparison of data obtained for protocol 10–Lo with previous simulation
data for the same models.69,72,77,78

With respect to the frequency of accepted swap and volume moves, the data for n-

octane indicate that protocols yielding about one accepted move of each type per MC

cycle (shown by the blue lines in Figures 2.5 and 2.6) are more efficient than those yielding

lower or higher acceptance frequencies. For water, protocols with the low and intermediate

acceptance frequencies (black and blue lines) are found to perform better than those with

the high acceptance frequency, and the numerical data in Table 2.2 show somewhat higher

efficiencies for the low acceptance frequency protocols. The higher relative cost of the

CBMC swap moves for water (a larger number of choices needs to be explored for the first

step due to the smaller fraction of free volume) is likely the reason that the Lo protocols are

slightly preferable for water.

With respect to the phase ratio, the data indicate that protocols yielding about equal

volume (dashed lines) predict vapor pressures with the least precision particularly at lower

temperatures. This is not surprising because with this set-up the average number of

molecules in the vapor phase becomes very small due to the large density difference
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Figure 2.5: Log-log plots of the relative standard error of the mean for the liquid densities
as a function of CPU time for n-octane (top) and water (bottom) and Tr = 0.6 (left), 0.75
(middle), and 0.9 (right). The green line indicates a slope of –0.5.

between liquid and vapor phases. However, despite that the liquid phase contains the

largest number of particles for the Eq protocols, these protocols also do not perform well

for the prediction of the liquid density. Even at Tr = 0.9, the performance of protocols

using approximately equal volumes for both phases lags behind in efficiency, but the dif-

ference is smaller than at the lower temperatures. For n-octane, a phase ratio with 20% of

the molecules in the vapor phase yields the highest precision for both vapor pressure and

liquid density. This is also the case for the prediction of the vapor pressure of water, but

there is little difference between the 10 and 20 protocols for the relative efficiency of pre-

dicting the liquid density. The larger total number of molecules (500 versus 200 molecules)

and the larger expense of the computation of the vapor-phase energy (a larger cut-off is

needed to reduce the cost of the Ewald summation) is likely the reason that protocols with

a smaller fraction of molecules in the vapor phase are competitive for water.
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Figure 2.6: Log-log plots of the relative standard error of the mean for the vapor pressure
as a function of CPU time. Layout as Figure 2.5.

Considering the data for all nine protocols together (see Table 2.2), protocol 20-Me is

the best choice for n-octane at Tr = 0.75 and 0.9, but due to the pronounced decrease in

the acceptance rate at lower temperature the user needs to go for the lower acceptance

frequency at Tr = 0.6. For water, protocol 20-Lo gives the best overall performance when

considering both the vapor- and liquid-phase properties.

2.4 Conclusions

A large number of NV T -GEMC simulations was carried out for n-octane and water

to assess the influence of the phase ratio and the acceptance frequency for volume and

swap moves on the efficiency of predicting vapor- and liquid-phase properties at reduced

temperatures ranging from 0.6 to 0.9. The data show that using suitable protocols, GEMC

simulations of a duration of 100 hours are sufficient to yield data with a precision of 0.1%
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Table 2.2: Relative efficiency, Reff , for different GEMC protocols. The protocols with the
highest efficiency for a given property, compound, and reduced temperature are highlighted
in bold font.

liquid density vapor pressure

Tr C8H18 H2O C8H18 H2O average

Eq-Lo 0.60 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.5
10-Lo 0.60 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.8
20-Lo 0.60 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Eq-Me 0.60 — 0.5 — 0.1 0.3
10-Me 0.60 — 0.6 — 0.3 0.5
20-Me 0.60 — 0.7 — 0.7 0.7
Eq-Lo 0.75 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.5
10-Lo 0.75 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.9 0.8
20-Lo 0.75 0.5 0.7 0.6 1.0 0.7
Eq-Me 0.75 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.7
10-Me 0.75 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9
20-Me 0.75 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.9 0.9
Eq-Hi 0.75 — 0.5 — 0.3 0.4
10-Hi 0.75 — 0.3 — 0.6 0.4
20-Hi 0.75 — 0.5 — 0.7 0.6
Eq-Lo 0.90 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.4
10-Lo 0.90 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.4 0.4
20-Lo 0.90 0.5 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.7
Eq-Me 0.90 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.5
10-Me 0.90 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.7
20-Me 0.90 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.8
Eq-Hi 0.90 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2
10-Hi 0.90 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2
20-Hi 0.90 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.3

and 1% for the liquid density and vapor pressure, respectively, for n-octane and water with

system sizes of 200 and 500 molecules, respectively.

Comparing different simulation protocols, the influence of the phase ratio and the ac-

ceptance frequency is larger than the differences between the two compounds (small, rigid,

polar, and hydrogen-bonding versus large, articulated, and non-polar). Considering both

vapor- and liquid-phase properties, a total volume resulting in a phase ratio with about

20% of the molecules in the vapor phase provides the best performance. With respect to

the acceptance frequency, a protocol with about 0.1 accepted volume and one accepted
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swap move per MC cycle yields the best performance for water over the entire tempera-

ture range and for n-octane at Tr = 0.6, but a higher acceptance frequency of about one

move per cycle performs slightly better at the higher temperatures for n-octane. Based on

this study, a general guideline for GEMC simulations is to adjust the phase ratio to yield

approximately 20% of the molecule in the vapor phase and the frequencies of swap and

volume moves to yield between 0.1 to 1 accepted move of each type per MC cycle.
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Chapter 3

Thermodynamic Derivative
Properties of Supercritical Fluids

3.1 Introduction

Modeling the phase behavior and thermophysical properties of reservoir fluids is essen-

tial for designing recovery, refinery, and transport processes. For example, heat capacities

are often required as input in engineering calculations for designing high-pressure gas

pipelines and long-term carbon storage processes.79 In such processes, fluid properties

need to be modeled accurately across a very wide range of conditions, from sub-ambient to

high temperatures and pressures. The oil and gas industry has traditionally relied on empir-

ical and semi-empirical equations of state (EoS), such as the SRK26 and Peng-Robinson27

EoS, to model PV T fluid properties. These models have found widespread use in the in-

dustry due to their simplicity and performance in modeling thermodynamic properties for

non-polar and weakly polar substances far from the critical point. However, their reliance

on physical measurements limits their predictive capabilities in the absence of experimen-

tal data.18,80 Moreover, their limited performance in describing thermodynamic properties

of fluids in the vicinity of critical points is has been known for more than a century.81 Cu-

bic equations of state, for example, are based on mean field theory, which does not take

into account the long-range density and composition fluctuations82–84 that appear in the

vicinity of the critical point. Unless special treatment is applied, such as incorporation of a

crossover treatment using valid scaling laws,85,86 this deficiency in describing long-range
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fluctuations constrains EoS performance at near-critical conditions. Higher-order thermo-

dynamic models are therefore necessary to overcome these performance deficiencies.

To improve EoS performance, molecular-based thermodynamic models have been de-

veloped to better account for microscopic details, improving physical foundations of tradi-

tional models. For example, among the most successful models is the Statistical Associ-

ating Fluid Theory (SAFT) family,34,35,40 which has been used to model thermodynamic

properties of complex fluids, such as polymers, surfactants, asphaltenes, and electrolyte

solutions, among others.33 SAFT explicitly takes into account molecular shape and direc-

tional interactions (such as hydrogen bonding) within the framework of the thermodynamic

perturbation theory of Wertheim,36–39 allowing for an improvement over classical models

in describing phase behavior and thermophysical properties of complex fluids. Nonethe-

less, the performance of SAFT in the critical region also demonstrates limitations similar to

classical equations of state and other mean field methods. The SAFT formulation is based

on a repulsive reference fluid, where long-range density fluctuations are not accounted

for, while the perturbation terms for attractive interactions are formulated as an expansion

around the radial distribution function of the repulsive fluid.87,88 In this regard, only short-

range correlations are explicitly taken into account. Therefore, much effort has been ded-

icated to improve the formulation of SAFT models in order to overcome these limitations

and improve predictive performace. Examples of modifications to SAFT include reassess-

ing the interactions of the reference fluid,43,44,89 application of crossover treatments based

on renormalization-group theory,48,90 and inclusion of additional perturbation terms that

explicitly account for multipolar interactions.46

Accurate prediction of second-order thermodynamic derivative properties is widely con-

sidered one of the most demanding tests for new EoS development.79,91 For conditions

near the critical point, it is well known that thermodynamic derivative properties exhibit

non-monotonic and asymptotic behavior.92 For example, the isobaric heat capacities of

n-alkanes in coexisting vapor and liquid phases become divergent as the critical point is

approached,93 whereas a maximum41 exists at slightly supercritical conditions and dimin-

ishes with increasing temperature. From a modeling perspective, accurately describing this

non-linear behavior in derivative properties is challenging for both classical and molecular-

based EoS. Recent studies79,94 have shown that SAFT, perturbed-chain SAFT (PC-SAFT)

and the cubic-plus-association (CPA) EoS fail to predict isochoric heat capacity maximas

near the critical point for n-alkanes and other compounds of industrial relevance. Nonethe-

less, maxima in isobaric heat capacities were obtained despite the absence of isochoric
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heat capacity maximas. Hence, there is a need for improving the internal thermodynamic

consistency in advanced EoS, where different fluid properties can be modeled simultane-

ously.95

In addition to their technological importance, it is also of scientific interest to advance

the development of thermodynamic models capable of reliably predicting near-critical deriva-

tive properties. To achieve this, the microscopic features that directly influence non-monotonic

behavior of thermophysical properties in near-critical fluids must be well understood. In

this regard, molecular simulations are well suited for investigating these fundamental fea-

tures, such as fluid structure and molecular interactions. Molecular simulations can be

used to predict derivative properties for a variety of substances,93,96 where properties can

be determined from fluctuation analysis. Moreover, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have

been shown to predict non-monotonic behavior in derivative properties of near-critical flu-

ids.97 Therefore, the goal of this work is to explore the influence of molecular interactions,

model architecture, and fluid structure on thermodynamic derivative properties of super-

critical fluids using a Monte Carlo simulations. Emphasis is given to derivative properties at

near-critical conditions, which are often the most challenging to model using equations of

state. The molecular models tested in this work were fitted to the critical point of n-butane,

which allows for exploring the influence of internal degrees of freedom on derivative prop-

erties by employing multisite butane-like models. The simulations provide direct insight

into molecular-level details and a straightforward approach to predicting thermodynamic

derivative properties.

3.2 Simulation Details

3.2.1 Molecular Models

Thermodynamic derivative properties were determined for various molecular models,

where different molecular structures and intermolecular potentials were investigated. These

models can be categrorized into three main groups: one-site models (OS), tangential-bead

models (TAN), and modifications to n-butane models taken from the transferable potentials

for phase equilibria force field69,98 (TraPPE). Table 3.1 lists the values of σ and ε parame-

ters for models used in this work.

The united atom version of the TraPPE force field66,69 uses standard Lennard-Jones

and Coulomb potentials for the nonbonded interactions between pseudoatoms:
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U (rij) = 4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

+
qiqj

4πεrij
(3.1)

Interactions between unlike pseudoatoms are determined using Lorentz-Berthelot com-

bining rules.99 Intramolecular degrees of freedom are governed by a fixed C–C bond

length, a harmonic angle bending potential, and a cosine series torsional potential. The

functional form of the torsional potential is given by:

Utors = c1[1 + cosφ] + c2[1− cos(2φ)] + c3[1 + cos(3φ)] (3.2)

The original TraPPE–UA n-butane model was modified by altering its internal degrees

of freedom. Three models were used where the motion of dihedral angles was modified to

allow for torsions of varying flexibility. For this, the coefficients in Equation 3.2 were scaled

up and down by a factor of 5 with respect to those TraPPE–UA n-alkanes, as well as setting

all coefficients equal to zero to allow for fully flexible torsions. TraPPE–UA n-butane was

also modeled as rigid multisite particles, where all molecules in the system were “frozen”

in either cis or trans configurations. A rigid all-trans model of the explicit-hydrogen version

of the TraPPE force field98 was also investigated, where the influence of the number of

interaction sites was assessed without a large increase in computing effort due to limitated

intramolecular degrees of freedom. In addition, the original TraPPE-UA model was used

in conjuction with a harmonic C–C bond stretching potential, where the force constant

(kb = 235.5 kcal/mol/Å) was taken from the CHARMM100 force field for linear alkanes,

similar to the approach taken by Tobias and co-workers.101

Force field parameters for one-site models were fitted for three different pair potentials:

Mie (OS n-m), Buckingham exponential-6 (EXP-6), and square well (SW) potentials. The

Mie potential has the form:

U (rij) =

(
n

n−m

)( n
m

)m/(n−m)
εij

[(
σij
rij

)n
−
(
σij
rij

)m]
(3.3)

where n and m denote repulsive and attractive exponents, respectively. The standard

Lennard-Jones potential is recovered from Equation 3.3 when n = 12 and m = 6. The

influence of repulsive steepness was investigated using OS models interacting via Mie

potentials, where the attractive exponent was kept constant at m = 6 and the repulsive

exponent n was set to either 9, 12, 15, or 32. For the OS 12-6 model, σ and ε were

obtained from the result of a finite-size scaling study of Potoff and Panagiotopoulos for
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Lennard-Jonesium.102 Initial estimates for the parameter fitting procedure of the remaining

OS n-m models were based on the results of Okumura and Yonezawa.103 For the EXP-6

model, the functional form of the pair potential is given by:

U (rij) =
ε

1− 6/α

[
6

α

(
α

[
1− rij

rm,ij

])
− C

(
rm,ij

rij

)6
]

(3.4)

where rm,ij = 21/6σij . Because the parameters for any given model were fit to the critical

temperature and critical density of n-butane as opposed to the full vapor-liquid coexistence

curve, the values of σ and ε were used as adjustable parameters while the other two

parameters in Equation 3.4 were fixed to C = 1 and and α = 14, in accordance with

the equation of state of Dodd and Sandler.104 Initial estimates for ε and σ were based on

the results of Errington and Panagiotopoulos.105 The EXP-6 model provides an additional

model to assess repulsive interactions, given that the repulsive part of the Buckingham

potential is meant to describe the interpenetration of the closed electron shells between

interacting pairs. To provide a model with hard-repulsion, an OS model interaction via a

square well potential was investigated. This pair potential is given by:

U (rij) =


+∞, if r < σij

−ε, if σ ≤ r < λσij

0, if r ≥ λσij

(3.5)

where λ denotes the well range. Initial estimates for ε and σ were based on the results of a

phase equilibria study using GEMC simulations for square well fluids by Vega and cowork-

ers,106 from which critical properties for fluids of range λ = 1.25 were taken. This model

was primarily used to assess the influence of hard repulsion in isochoric heat capacities,

given that previous studies suggest repulsive interactions play a role in the behavior of this

property at near-critical conditions.107,108

Molecules in tangential-bead models consist of 4 identical interaction sites where the

bond length is set equal to σ. Two variations were investigated: a rigid model in a linear

configuration and a flexible model, where angle bending and torsional potentials were to

those of TraPPE–UA for linear alkanes. To fit σ and ε for these models, the parameters

used for inital estimates were taken from a freely-jointed chain model used by Martin and

coworkers for n-octane.109
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Table 3.1: Non-bonded interaction parameters for one-site (OS), tangential-bead (TAN),
and TraPPE n-butane models. TraPPE-UA parameters given here apply to all TraPPE-
UA modifications in this work. Parameters for C–H bond sites and for methyl ([C]H3) and
methylene ([C]H2) carbon atoms were taken from Chen and Siepmann.98 For OS mod-
els, m–n (m = 9, 12, 15, 32, n = 6) notation indicates repulsive and attractive exponents,
respectively. OS models interacting via square well and Buckingham exponential-6 poten-
tials are labeled SW and EXP-6, respectively. Tangential-bead models indicated with TAN
label.

Interaction Site σ [Å] ε/kB [K]

TraPPE-UA CH3 3.75 98.00
TraPPE-UA CH2 3.95 46.00

TraPPE-EH Trans [C]H3 3.30 4.00
TraPPE-EH Trans [C]H2 3.65 5.00
TraPPE-EH Trans C–H 3.31 15.30

OS 9–6 5.08 272.00
OS 12–6 5.11 323.90
OS 15–6 5.12 366.21
OS 32–6 5.24 475.83

SW 5.39 556.28
EXP-6 5.14 342.00

TAN–Linear 2.98 747.20
TAN–Flexible 3.00 772.00

3.2.2 Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations offer a sophisticated approach for predicting phase equi-

libria and thermophysical properties of fluids that is applicable to a wide variety of molecular

structures. In this work, the MCCCS–MN program74 was used to obtain thermodynamic

derivative properties from MC simulations. The approach taken follows a three step proce-

dure for any given molecular model. First, Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo (GEMC) simula-

tions57,59,67 were carried out to compute the vapor-liquid coexistence curve for the molecu-

lar model of interest, were force field parameters were fitted to the critical point of n-butane.

The system size for all simulations consisted of 1000 molecules, and a spherical cutoff of

1.4 nm was used to truncate non-bonded interactions. Except for the SW model, analytical

tail corrections were employed.54 Production periods of 100,000 MC cycles were used for

these simulations, where 1 MC cycle consists of N steps and N is given by to the total
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number of particles in the system. Simulation averages were determined using 8 indepen-

dent runs. Volume and swap moves were adjusted to yield an acceptance frequency on the

order of 1 accepted move of each type per MC cycle110 to optimize computing efficiency.

The remaining fraction of moves were evenly distributed among translations, rotations for

multisite models, and CBMC conformational moves61,62,64–66 for flexible molecules. Criti-

cal temperatures and densities were computed using the saturated density scaling law111

and the law of rectilinear diameters112 with a scaling exponent β∗ = 0.326.59

For the second step, MC simulations in the canonical (NV T ) ensemble are carried

out at a temperature of 467.5 K. This corresponds to a temperature that is 10% above

the experimetnal critical temperature of n-butane.113 For this compound and other light

hydrocarbons, Tr = 1.1 is sufficiently close to the critical point such that non-monotonic

behavior in thermodynamic derivative properties is observed.114 NV T simulations were

carried out for a series of reduced densities in the range of 0.25–3.00, where the corre-

sponding density is reduced with respect to the experimental critical density. Production

periods of 200,000 MC cycles were used for a system size of 1000 molecules. As for

GEMC simulations, averages were computed from 8 independent runs, where a 1.4 nm

spherical cutoff was used and analytical tail corrections were employed, with the exception

of simulations with the SW model. From this set of simulations, pressures were estimated

for each reduced density. Additionally, the isochoric heat capacity (CV ) was estimated

using fluctuation analysis. By definition, CV is given by:

CV =

(
∂U

∂T

)
V

(3.6)

where U = Uexcess +Uideal +KE is the total potential energy and KE denotes kinetic energy.

Given that the KE term is not available from a Monte Carlo simulation, CV is required to

be split into ideal and residual parts:

CV (T, V ) = CV,ideal(T ) + CV,res(T, V ) (3.7)

where the ideal gas part is simply a function of temperature and can be determined from

either physical measurements, experimental correlations,31 or vibrational frequency anal-

ysis.115 The residual part in Equation 3.7 was determined from fluctuations in the inter-

molecular part of the potential energy, given by:

CV,res =
1

kBT 2

(〈
U2

inter

〉
− 〈Uinter〉2

)
(3.8)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and 〈X〉 denotes the ensemble average for property

X.
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For the third and final step in this approach, MC simulations in the isobaric-isothermal

(NpT ) ensemble were carried out, where the pressure estimates from NV T simulations

were used as input for NpT simulations at corresponding reduced densities. Similar to

NV T simulations, production periods of 200,000 MC cycles were used for a system size

of 1000 molecules. Averages were taken from 8 independent runs, where the spherical

cutoff and tail correction setup used was equivalent to that of NV T simulations. In addi-

tion to providing an additional tool for determining CV , five other thermodynamic derivative

properties were computed using NpT simulations: isobaric heat capacity (Cp), volume ex-

pansivity (βp), isothermal compressibilty (κT ), Joule-Thomson coefficient (µJT), and speed

of sound (ω). As was done for CV , Cp can be split into ideal and residual parts:

Cp = Cp,ideal + Cp,res (3.9)

where Cp,ideal is again determined from either experimental correlations,31 vibrational fre-

quency analysis,115 or physical measurements. The residual part is determined from:

Cp,res =

(
∂Hinter

∂T

)
p

−NkB (3.10)

where Hinter = Uinter + pV . Analogous to CV,res, this derivative may be calculated from

fluctuations of the enthalpy in the isobaric-isothermal ensemble:96(
∂Hinter

∂T

)
p

=
1

kBT 2

(〈
H2

inter

〉
− 〈Hinter〉2

)
(3.11)

NpT simulations were also used to directly compute βp and κT using fluctuation analysis.

These are given by:93

βp =
1

〈V 〉

(
∂ 〈V 〉
∂T

)
p

= −kBβ
2

〈V 〉
(〈V 〉 〈H〉 − 〈V H〉) (3.12)

κT = − 1

〈V 〉

(
∂ 〈V 〉
∂p

)
p

=
−1

kBT 〈V 〉

(〈
V 2
)
− 〈V 〉2

)
(3.13)

where H = Uinter + Uintra + pV is the configurational enthalpy (whereas the total enthalpy

includes a KE term), Uintra is the intramolecular potential energy, and β = 1/kBT . The

remaining derivative properties can then be computed from Cp, βp, and κT :97

CV = Cp − T 〈V 〉
β2
p

κT
(3.14)

µJT =
1

Cp

[
T

(
∂ 〈V 〉
∂T

)
p

− 〈V 〉

]
=
〈V 〉
Cp

[Tβp − 1] (3.15)
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ω2 =
Cp
Cv

〈V 〉(
∂〈V 〉
∂p

)
T

MNA

N
=
Cp
Cv

MNA

N

〈V 〉
κT

(3.16)

where M denotes molecular weight and NA is Avogadro’s number.

3.3 Results and Discussion

The procedure described in Section 3.2.2 for fitting force field parameters yields the

vapor-liquid coexistence curves for each model. Figure 3.1 shows the coexistence curves

obtained using the fitted parameters given in Table 3.1. These results show that there is

minimal variation in the critical temperatures and pressures of these models. The largest

deviations with respect to the experimental value (Tc = 425.12 K) correspond to the rigid cis

and trans TraPPE–UA models, where critical temperature estimates were Tc = 430.60 K for

the cis model and Tc = 420.45 K for the trans model. This slight deviation is not unexpected

given that σ and ε parameters are the same as those of the original TraPPE–UA model, yet

their torsional degrees of freedom are constrained to rigid configurations. Nonetheless, the
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Figure 3.1: Vapor-liquid coexistence curves for each molecular model. Experimental val-
ues taken from NIST.113
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slight deviation in critical temperature has negligible impact on the behavior of derivative

properties at T = 467.5 K, as will be shown in the following sections. Since parameter

fitting is carried out with respect to the critical point, liquid densities are directly influenced

by molecular shape. OS models yield the smallest densities, while the TAN models yield

the largest.

3.3.1 Isobaric Heat Capacity, Isothermal Compressibility, and Volume Ex-
pansivity

Residual isobaric heat capacities obtained directly from from fluctuations in the isobaric-

isothermal ensemble are shown in Figure 3.2. Predicted values from MC simulations are

compared with experimental values, where residual values were determined as Cp,res =

Cp(ρ)− Cp(ρ = 0). The results show that each OS, TraPPE, and TAN model tested yields

a peak around the critical density, consistent with experimental observations. The largest
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Figure 3.2: Residual isobaric heat capacities as a function of reduced density at T =
467.5 K. Experimental values taken from NIST.113
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Figure 3.3: Isothermal compressibilities as a function of reduced density at T = 467.5 K.

differences are observed at densities near ρc, where fluctuations become larger. It is im-

portant to note that this property depends on enthalpy fluctuations, where volume moves

contribute directly to the value of Cp due to fluctuations in the pV term. For this reason, the

differences in heat capacities are relatively small at lower densities where volume moves

have smaller effects on the interactions between molecule pairs, and become larger at

higher densities. Around the critical density, the results show larger scattering due to in-

creased fluctuations, where the TAN models show the largest deviations from experimental

values. This overestimation is also observed at higher densities for TAN models, which ex-

clude intramolecular repulsive interactions. Hence, any given pair of TAN molecules will

experience a relatively large change in energy when an accepted move (i.e. translation,

volume change, etc.) brings pseudoatoms from each molecule to a distance within the

repulsive region of the pair potential. Because molecules pack tightly at high densities, the

fluctuations are larger in this region for molecules where repulsive interactions are dom-

inant. For example, this effect causes the value of Cp for OS models to increase with

increasing steepness in the repulsion, where the OS 32-6 model yields the largest Cp of
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Figure 3.4: Volume expansivity as a function of reduced density at T = 467.5 K.

all OS models. In general, the TraPPE models seem to provide the most adequate de-

scriptions of enthalpic fluctuations across the full range of densities, as these models show

the best agreement with experimental values at low, intermediate, and high densities. All

TraPPE–UA variations yielded similar results despite the conformational constraints ap-

plied.

This agreement in isobaric heat capacities between TraPPE–UA models with distinct

conformational preferences may seem to contradict the work of Bessières et al.,116 where

they suggest that TraPPE–UA descriptions of n-alkanes yield temperature-dependent be-

havior in residual heat capacities that reflect changes in orientational ordering between

alkane molecules. However, their work focused on n-alkanes of longer chain lengths

across different temperatures, whereas the results found here were carried out at a fixed

temperature (Tr = 1.1) and with shorter alkane models. Moreover, angular distributions

were verified for different multisite models to screen for orientational ordering, yet isotropic

fluid behavior was obtained across the entire density range. While the constant aspect ratio

of the TAN-Linear model might have allowed for liquid-crystalline orientations, this was not

observed at any density (see Appendix A). The lack of long-range orientational ordering
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for the TAN-Linear model is similar to the results of Vega et al.,117 where they suggest that

linear tangent hard sphere models with 4 monomer units do not exhibit liquid crystalline

phases but rather directly transition from isotropic liquid phases to ordered solid phases.

Galindo et al.118 also reported a lack of long-range orientational ordering for tetramers of

flexible and linear rigid chain molecules with tangential LJ monomers.

The isothermal compressibility is known to exhibit a peak near the critical point for su-

percritical fluids, similar to Cp. The results for this property are shown in Figure 3.3. Except

for densities near ρc, the values for κT are very similar. This is because κT is determined

from volume fluctuations (see Equation 3.13), where molecular pair interactions have a

smaller weight in comparison to changes in volume. This does not imply that molecular

interactions do not play a role in determining κT , but rather that the influence molecular

interactions on volume fluctuations ultimately determines the behavior of this property. For

example, the role of molecular interactions can be more clearly observed at ρr = 1. At

this density, the lower repulsive exponent of the OS 9-6 model allows it to yield a larger

peak in κT , suggesting this model predicts a very highly compressible fluid at the critical

density. In contrast, the OS 32-6 model yields smaller κT values near the critical density,

comparable to those of TraPPE models. The spherical shape of the OS models allows for

tight molecular packing in comparison to multisite models, which promotes the relatively

high κT values observed at the critical density. Hence, repulsive interactions and molecular

shape influence κT the most at densities near ρc.

The volume expansivity is dependent upon both volume and enthalpy fluctuations, as

shown in Equation 3.12. Similar to κT and Cp, a peak is expected near the critical density.

The results obtained for volume expansivity are given in Figure 3.4. These results show

that each model indeed predicts the existence of a βp maximum at the critical density.

Since βp has a strong dependence on volume changes, the differences between molecular

models is most pronounced around the critical density, similar to the behavior observed for

κT . The OS 9-6 model again shows the largest value at the peak position due to the

relatively small repulsive interactions between molecule pairs. The results obtained for Cp,

κT , and βp suggest that NpT Monte Carlo simulations allow for very consistent predictions

for this set of properties, where simulations with each model was capable of capturing the

expected non-monotonic behavior.
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3.3.2 Isochoric Heat Capacity, Joule-Thomson Coefficient, and Speed of
Sound
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Figure 3.5: Residual isochoric heat capacities as a function of reduced densities at T =
467.5 K. Symbols defined in Figure 3.1 for bottom left and top panels. For lower right panel,
symbols denote simulation results using different system sizes.

In comparison to Cp, isochoric heat capacities have higher sensitivity to molecular in-

teractions due to the direct dependence of CV on potential energy fluctuations, as shown

in Equation 3.8 for simulations in the canonical ensemble. For NpT simulations, terms that

include contributions to Cp coming from volume fluctuations are subtracted to determine

CV , as shown Equation 3.14. Due to the additional contributions from volume fluctuations

in Cp, fluids that exhibit a Cp maxima do not necessarily exhibit CV maxima, yet the exis-

tence of a CV maxima likely indicates that a Cp maxima also exists. While not universal

to all fluids, the non-monotonic behavior in CV is known to yield two specific extremas: a

maximum at the critical density and a minimum at slightly higher densities. Experimental
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Figure 3.6: Joule-Thomson coefficient as a funtion of reduced densities at T = 467.5 K.
Experimental values taken from NIST.113

data (black lines) in Figure 3.5 indicate that these two extremas exist for n-butane at 467.5

K.

To illustrate the influence of molecular interactions, the results for CV,res are shown

separately in Figure 3.5 for OS models (top left), TraPPE models (top right), and EXP-6,

TAN, and SW models (bottom left). Simulation results show that all OS n-m models yield

a CV peak, yet the peak height becomes larger with repulsion steepness with a constant

attractive exponent. In other words, higher repulsion exponents could be used to match

predicted peaks to the experimental peak heights. However, as shown in Section 3.3.1,

other fluid properties may respond unfavorably to the use of highly unphysical repulsive

exponents. The behavior of the EXP-6 model very closely resembles that of the OS 12-6

model, suggesting both models provide similar descriptions of the balance between at-

tractive and repulsive molecular interactions. Similarly all multisite models provide good

qualitative agreement with experiment. The inclusion of multiple interaction sites seems

to provide for an increase in the values of CV,res, particularly for lower densities up to the

critical density. This is clearly observed when comparing CV,res values for the OS 12-6
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Figure 3.7: Speed of sound as a function of reduced densities at T = 467.5 K. Experi-
mental values taken from NIST.113

model with any TraPPE model, given that the non-bonded potential is consistent among

these models and they only differ in molecular shape. Given that pair interactions have

greater influence on derivative properties in the low density limit where distances between

molecule pairs are at their largest, a proper distribution of interaction sites favors accurate

predictions at low densities. This is shown for the rigid TraPPE–EH model, which provides

nearly quantitative agreement with experimental CV,res values for densities lower than ρr =

0.75. Both TAN models also provide good descriptions at low densities, yet slightly over-

estimate CV,res values throughout most of the density range.

The largest CV,res maximum was observed for the SW model, which greatly overpre-

dicted CV,res values near the critical density. This is due to its relatively short attractive

range (1.25σ) used, as well as the discontinuous form of the potential. The potential energy

undergoes a relatively large change when a MC move is accepted that brings molecule

pairs from distances beyond 1.25σ to fall within the attractive well. A similar change in en-

ergy ocurrs for the reverse process. The energy fluctuations, and therefore CV,res, become

large as the frequency of these sharp energy changes increases near the critical density.
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The effect of well range was verified separately by increasing the range to 1.75σ (hence,

predicting substantially different Tc). This test yielded similar qualitative behavior at the

same reduced temperatures (Tr = 1.1), yet the predicted peak height became lower for

the larger well range (see Appendix A). The influence of system size was also verified by

performing simulations for the original TraPPE–UA model using system sizes of 250 and

125 particles. The results are shown in the lower right panel of Figure 3.5. These results

indicate that system size effects influence CV,res values near the critical density for simula-

tions with smaller amounts of particles. The effect has negligible impact on CV,res values

at the low- and high-density regions.

According to the work of Freasier et at.,107 models that predict CV,res maxima require in-

termolecular potentials that have an attractive well, whereas purely repulsive potentials do

not predict CV maxima. On the other hand, CV minima were explained on the basis of soft-

core penetration, where their results showed the minima were not predicted using models

with hard repulsion potentials. Their interpretation for the overall behavior of CV was based

on the interplay between molecular aggregation, caging, and soft-core repulsion, and has

been interpreted similarly in other studies.119–121 The results shown in Figure 3.5 agree

with the explanation that soft repulsion is required to observe the CV minima, where the

SW model is shown to fail in predicting this minima due to its hard core. Despite the large

repulsive exponent in the OS 32-6 model, the fact that it includes both soft repulsion and

an attractive well allows for qualitative agreement with experimental measurements, pre-

dicting both extremas at the correct reduced densities. While adjusting the attractive range

of the SW model may allow for quantitative predictions at the critical density, the lack of soft

repulsion hinders the predictive performance for this model because it is unable to properly

describe fluctuations in potential energy coming from repulsive pair interactions for fluids

at high densities.

In addition to properly describing heat capacities, accurately modeling Joule-Thomson

coefficients is important process design because it describes the temperature change of

a fluid when it undergoes a change in pressure. For example, determining the Joule-

Thomson inversion curve is essential for the design of throttling processes.122 Likewise,

predictiing the speed of sound coefficient is regarded as one of the most demanding tests

for new EoS development because of its greater sensitivity to deviations.41 Simulation

results for these two properties are provided Figures 3.6 and 3.7. The results show that all

models are in good qualitative agreement for µJT, with the best agreement found for TAN

models. At the maximum, the OS 9-6 model shows the largest overestimation, yet this
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result is not surprising given the direct relationship between µJT and βp. On the other hand,

simulation results for ω are in excellent agreement with experimental data for all models,

particularly at densities below ρr = 2.00. This result shows the robustness of Monte Carlo

simulations for predicting ω, where proper descriptions of both heat capacities allows for

good agreement with experiment. Accurate description of the ratio of heat capacities is

important to properly predict ω, which is the reason for the large deviations reported using

EoS that only yield one of two heat capacity maximas (such as PC-SAFT79) at near-critical

conditions.

3.3.3 Structural Analysis
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Figure 3.8: Center of mass radial distribution functions for various models at ρr = 1.00

One of the most useful features of molecular simulations is their capability of providing

a molecular-level view into system structure. To analyze the influence of molecular packing

on thermodynamic derivative properties, center of mass radial distribution functions (RDF)

were computed for different models across the full range of reduced densities. Figure 3.8

shows RDFs for five different models at the critical density. The shape of these RDFs
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Figure 3.9: Center of mass radial distribution functions for EXP-6 pairs at different reduced
densities.

clearly indicate that the molecular shape and pair potential of these models directly influ-

ence molecular packing arrangements. The rigid configuration of the TAN-Linear model

allows molecules to pack in different configurations, where parallel configurations allow for

closer packing than for other models as indicated by the peak position in the first solvation

shell. On the other hand, the first solvation shell for OS 12-6 molecules is larger than that

of TraPPE–UA and TAN-Linear models despite interacting via the same non-bonded pair

potential, indicating that molecular shape influences the packing arrangements within the

sphere of nearest neighbors. The EXP-6 and OS 12-6 models show very similar RDFs,

yet both differ significantly from the packing behavior of the SW model despite molecules

being modeled as one spherical interaction site in all three models. These results sug-

gest that molecular packing behavior is directly influenced by the interplay of the pairwise

interactions and molecular shape.

To investigate the relationship between molecular packing and derivative properties, it

is important to examine RDFs across the entire density range. Figure 3.9 shows RDFs for
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Figure 3.10: RDF peak heights as a function of reduced density for various models.

the EXP-6 model at diferent densities, where results show that the fluid exhibits a struc-

tural transition from a gas-like fluid at low densities to a liquid-like fluid at higher densities.

Similar structural transitions have been observed previously for supercritical fluids in the

near-critical regime,123,124 where the transition coincides with the extrema found in the

derivative properties. Other models also exhibit similar packing transitions as a function of

fluid density. This result suggests that transitions in fluid structure are directly linked with

non-linear behavior in derivative properties close to the critical point.

Structural transitions for other models were investigated by analyzing the height of the

first RDF peak as a function of reduced density. Results are provided in Figure 3.10 for

four considerably different models. The results indicate similar behavior for each model,

where the peak for the first solvation shell becomes smaller with density between low

and intermediate densities. However, the RDF peak becomes larger with density in the

high-density region. The change in packing behavior of the first solvation shell closely re-

sembles the results of Pfund et al.,84 where they observed that the compressibility factor

(Z = pV̂ /RT , where R is the universal gas constant and V̂ is the molar volume) and the

values of NMR specific shielding computed from g(r) were simultaneously minimized at a
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Figure 3.11: Compressibility factor for various models across the full density range. The
solid line denotes the ideal gas compressibility factor (Z = 1).

density higher than that of maximum isothermal compressibility (i.e. near the critical den-

sity). Their experimental observations are similar to the simulation results obtained here

for RDF peak heights and for compressibility factors, which are shown in Figure 3.11 for

the same four models as in Figure 3.10. While the behavior of RDF peak heights varies

slighly among different models, the values for Z are very similar, particularly for densities

below ρr = 2.00. Nonetheless, the peak in the first solvation shell is a decreasing function

of density up to a density larger than ρc for all models, despite the increase in bulk density.

Pfund et al. interpreted this inverse proportionality to density as a structual degradation

in the first solvation shell, where the interaction of coordination spheres surrounding each

particle reduces the effective attraction between molecule pairs at low to intermediate den-

sities. This loss of structure near the critical point is also observed for strongly associating

fluids, such as in near-critical water.125 Beyond the minimum in RDF peak heights, both Z

and RDF peaks simultaneously increase, suggesting molecules in the first solvation shell

become increasingly compressed with density. As molecules become compressed at high

densities, fluctuations in potential energy, and therefore CV , become larger because pair
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distances fluctuate near the repulsive part of the pair potential, yielding a minima in CV at

around ρr = 2.00. This density is near the limit of Z = 1, suggesting CV minima is linked to

a transition in compressibility factor from low compressibility (Z < 1) to high compressibility

(Z > 1). Therefore, the maxima observed in derivative properties near the critical point ex-

ist as a consequence of molecular packing transitions from gas-like to liquid-like structures,

consistent with the structural transition observed for supercritical fluids crossing the Widom

line.126 In contrast, the minimum in CV is related to a change in fluid compressibility where

molecules in the first solvation shell become compressed with density. From a molecular

modeling standpoint, these results suggest that molecular packing transitions need to be

described correctly in order to properly reproduce non-linear behavior in derivative proper-

ties close to the critical point.

3.3.4 Thermodynamic Derivative Properties at T ∗ = 2.4
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Figure 3.12: Residual isobaric heat capacities as a function of reduced density at T =
777.5 K.

Recent studies119,120 have found that both isochoric and isobaric heat capacities exhibit
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Figure 3.13: Joule-Thomson coefficient as a function of reduced density at T = 777.5 K.
Inset shows a close-up view where a minimum is observed.

maxima and minima, where the loci exhibit the same power law behavior as vapor-liquid

coexistence curves with an exponent of β = 0.32. While the minimum in CV is well-known

and commonly observed at near-critical conditions, the minimum in Cp is only observed

at higher temperatures and is relatively shallow. Yigzawe119 modeled this minima using

molecular dynamics simulations of Lennard-Jonesium and the Johnson EoS.127 To inves-

tigate the molecular details of this unusual minimum, NpT Monte Carlo simulations were

performed at T ∗ = 2.4 (where T ∗ = kT/ε) for reduced densities between 0.25 and 3.00,

where a Cp minimum exists at approximately ρ∗ = ρσ3 = 0.74 according to the results

of Yigzawe. For Lennard-Jonesium n-butane, this temperature and density correspond to

T = 777.5 K and ρ = 0.5352 g/cc (approximately ρr = 2.35), respectively. Simulations were

performed following a procedure analogous to the approach described in Section 3.2.2 for

three different models: OS 12-6, EXP-6, and TraPPE–UA.

Results for Cp,res at 777.5 K are shown in Figure 3.12. Similar to the results in Fig-

ure 3.2, TraPPE–UA yields Cp,res values that are larger than those of EXP-6 and OS 12-6

models for densities larger than ρr = 2.00. The similarity in behavior between EXP-6 and
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OS 12-6 models at this elevated temperature is consistent with the results obtained for

derivative properties at Tr = 1.1. All three models predict maxima and minima in Cp,res at

777.5 K, suggesting that Cp minima are not unique to Lennard-Jonesium. Furthermore, the

location of the three predicted minima are in good agreement with the results of Yigzawe,

where the minima predicted in this work were found at densities between 2.4ρc and 2.6ρc.

Derivative properties other than Cp, such as CV , do not exhibit maxima around the

critial density at such high reduced temperatures. However, the extrema observed for

Cp at 777.5 K indicates that other properties may also exhibit non-monotonic behavior.

Properties determined from Equations 3.14,3.15, and 3.16 were examined for features

associated with the predicted Cp minima. While CV and ω yield monotonic behavior for all

three models, the inset in Figure 3.13 shows that a minimum in µJT is predicted at ρr =

2.6. Similar to Cp minima, µJT minima are quite shallow and can be easily overlooked.

The existence of µJT minima does not preclude a second sign inversion (crossing µJT = 0)

at higher densities, yet it remains to be seen whether such an inversion may be possible

either for other models or different conditions. Similar to Cp,res, βp was also found to exhibit

a maximum near the critical density yet no minimum was found near ρr = 2.6. Given the

monotonic behavior found for µJT near the critical density and the form of Equation 3.15,

it seems the peaks in Cp and βp have a cancellation effect near ρc, whereas the existence

of a minimum only in Cp allows for a minimum in µJT .

3.4 Conclusions

Thermodynamic derivative properties have been determined from Monte Carlo simula-

tions in the canonical and the isobaric-isothermal ensembles for various n-butane models

at T = 467.5 K (T/Tc ≈ 1.1) over a wide range of densities and pressures, respectively.

The simulations demonstrate that all models qualitatively predict the characteristic non-

linear behavior in the vicinity of the critical point, such as a maximum in the heat capacities

and a minimum in the speed of sound, whereas commonly used equations of state miss

these features. Analysis of radial distribution functions reveals that a structural transition

from a gas-like fluid at low densities to a liquid-like fluid at higher densities coincides with

the extrema in derivative properties at near-critical densities, while features such as CV
minima coincide with the onset of fluid compression at high densities. Although most mod-

els yield the correct qualitative trends, the simulations indicate that quantitative agreement

with experiment depends on an intricate interplay of molecular shape and steepness of the
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repulsive interactions. This finding places significant constraints on adjustments that can

be made in the repulsive part of equations of state.

Simulations have also been carried out at T = 777.5 K using the TraPPE–UA, OS

12-6, and EXP-6 models. At this elevated temperature, the simulation data confirm the

existence of a minimum in Cp, which has been recently reported by Sadus and co-workers

for Lennard-Jeonesium. Moreover, a minimum in the Joule-Thomson coefficient is found

at precisely the same density, suggesting both minima share the same physical basis. In

addition to providing new observations for derivative properties, these results demostrate

the overall robustness and reliability of Monte Carlo simulations as a predictive modeling

tool and as a guide for equation of state development.
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Chapter 4

Modeling Double Retrograde
Vaporization with Molecular
Simulations and Equations of State

4.1 Introduction

Natural gas is currently one of the world’s primary fossil fuel resources, and it is ex-

pected to continue its role as a premium fuel for the immediate future.5,11,128 In compar-

ison to oil or coal, natural gas burns cleanly, causing a lower impact on environmental

pollution.129 Furthermore, the use of natural gas fuels has substantially increased in re-

cent years, particularly as more power plants and motor vehicles use them to replace their

traditional fuel sources (i.e. coal and gasoline).5 However, as depletion of readily acces-

sible reserves continues to increase, the need to obtain natural gas from unconventional

resources will become more and more prominent.6 One example is shale gas, which has

become a major source of natural gas in the US within the last decade, and is expected to

provide over 45% of its natural gas supply by 2035.4 Therefore, it is important to develop

fundamental understanding of natural gas at unusual conditions.

Although the most abundant component in natural gas is methane, other hydrocar-

bons constitute a variable fraction of the mixture. These hydrocarbons include parrafins,

olefins, and aromatics, among others.130 Most of these hydrocarbons are valuable com-

modity petrochemicals, such as butanes and benzene derivatives.131 Because of its com-

position, natural gas exists as an asymmetric supercritical mixture under typical reservoir
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conditions.132 Therefore, temperature or pressure drops during production can cross the

vapor-liquid coexistence boundary, causing heavy components phase separate in the form

of liquid droplets.133 This liquid dropout is problematic because condensates may remain

trapped within the geologic formations as a consequence of their low mobility, leading

to productivity losses.7 Furthermore, liquid droplets may accumulate within transmission

lines, causing operational problems due to flow blockage.134 Experimental PV T analyses

of natural gas at reservoir conditions can be quite costly, and are often difficult to per-

form.135 Hence, there is a need to reliably predict the condensation behavior of natural

gases for efficient process design.

Development of thermodynamic models for prediction of phase behavior has been the

focus of much research. While supercritical and near-critical fluids have been studied

extensively for a multitude of applications,136–138 the phenomenon of double retrograde

vaporization (DRV) has been rarely observed. This phenomenon is characterized by a

retrograde dew point curve at mixture compositions approaching nearly pure low-boiling

compound for isotherms very close to its critical temperature, rendering an “S-shaped

curve.139,140 Chen et al. showed this highly nonlinear behavior for mixtures of methane

with n-butane141 and n-pentane,142 where triple- and quadruple-valued dew points were

reported for a narrow concentration range. Although the phenomenon has since been stud-

ied experimentally for other near-critical mixtures, accurately modeling DRV has attracted

attention for its potential applications in oil field operations and pipeline design. Modeling

DRV also has potential applications in separations processes such as supercritical fluid ex-

traction, where it has been proposed as a mechanism for increasing extraction efficiency

by enhancing selectivity without the loss of yield.143 To improve modeling performance,

fundamental understanding of DRV also needs to be improved.

Computational studies on DRV have generally centered on using of equations of state

(EoS) to obtain quantitative descriptions of phase equilibria, relying on volumetric property

estimates for analysis. While they are fast and effective in correlating known experimen-

tal data, they are often unable to provide reliable predictions at high temperatures and

pressures, and particularly at near-critical conditions. Molecular simulation, though rel-

atively more computationally intensive, has proven to be an excellent tool for exploring

complex systems at the molecular level. Among existing molecular simulation methods,

the Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo (GEMC) method introduced by Panagiotopoulos57,67 has

been widely used for the prediction of fluid phase equilibria. By making use of advances

simulation strategies, such as Configurational-bias Monte Carlo60,61,66 (CBMC), GEMC
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simulation performance can be enhanced and simulations under challenging constraints,

as is the case for DRV, can be feasibly carried out. Hence, the goal of this work is to

investigate the performance GEMC simulations for predicting DRV. Emphasis is given to

binary mixtures of methane + n-butane, which serve as a model for fluid mixtures in gas

condensate reservoirs. This approach allows for exploration of the molecular level details

inherent to DRV, providing much needed support for the development of advanced EoS.

4.2 Computational Details

4.2.1 Monte Carlo Simulations

The MCCCS-MN program74 was used to perform GEMC simulations for binary mix-

tures methane and n-butane. The interactions of these alkanes were described using the

united-atom version of the transferable potentials for phase equilibria (TraPPE–UA) force

field,69 which treats each CHx unit as a single interaction site. Non-bonded interactions

are described using Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulomb potentials:

U (rij) = 4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

+
qiqj

4πε0rij
(4.1)

where rij, σij, εij, qi, qj and ε0 are the distance between interaction sites i and j, the LJ

diameter and well depth, the partial charges on interaction sites i and j, and the permittivity

of vacuum, respectively. Intramolecular degrees of freedom are governed by a fixed C–C

bond length, a harmonic angle bending potential, and a cosine series torsional potential.

Non-bonded interactions were truncated using a 1.4 nm spherical cutoff, and analytical tail

corrections were employed.54 Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules99 were used to obtain the

LJ parameters for interactions between different bead types:

σij =
1

2
(σi + σj)

εij =
√
εiεj

(4.2)

Vapor pressures of neat methane were computed at three different temperatures: 184.47

K, 192.24 K, and 193.20 K. These correspond to reduced temperatures of 0.95, 0.990, and

0.995, where the term “reduced” denotes a corresponding state with respect to the criti-

cal temperature of TraPPE–UA methane. This critical temperature and critical pressure of

TraPPE–UA methane were obtained from the result of a finite-size scaling study of Potoff
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and Panagiotopoulos for Lennard-Jonesium,102 which yields Tc, CH4 = 194.17 K and pc =

50.36 bar at the infinite system size limit. The computed vapor pressures were used as

the upper boundary for binary phase diagrams at temperatures below the critical point

of methane. Vapor pressures were computed using NV T -GEMC simulations with a sys-

tem size of 5000 methane molecules. In addition to overcoming system size effects, this

relatively large number of molecules was chosen to suppress the strong fluctuations as-

sociated with proximity to the critical point. At each temperature, simulations were run for

a production period of 200,000 MC cycles (1 MC cycle = N moves, where N is the total

number of particles), and averages were computed using 8 independent simulations.

Pressure-composition (p−x−y) phase diagrams for the methane/n-butane binary sys-

tem were generated using GEMC simulations in the isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NpT -

GEMC). A total of six temperatures were simulated: 184.47 K, 192.24 K, 193.20 K, 195.15

K, 196.10 K, and 203.88 K. In reduced units, these temperatures cover a range between

0.95 and 1.05. The total number of molecules was fixed at 5500, where at least 5000 of

these were methane molecules. The remaining number of molecules was adjusted so as

to yield overall compositions within phase coexistence boundaries. Averages were taken

from 8 independent simulations, each consisting of a production period of 50,000 MC cy-

cles in length. To optimize sampling efficiency, volume change and particle transfer moves

were adjusted so as to yield 1 accepted move of each type per MC cycle.110 While particle

translations were allowed for both molecules, CBMC regrowths and rotation moves were

only applied to butane molecules.

A wealth of fluid properties are simultaneously generated in GEMC simulations for both

coexising phases. Previous work on modeling DRV has focused on understanding the

high degree of nonlinearity in volumetric properties. To assess these features, number

densities were analyzed for each component in each phase as a function of the system

pressure. This allows for a detailed view of the volumetric effects associated with DRV

phase behavior. Based on this direct determination of partitioning between liquid and

vapor phases,144 Gibbs free energies of transfer (∆Gt) were computed directly from the

average number densities in each phase using Equation 4.3, where ρt,liq and ρt,vap denote

number densities of molecule type t in liquid and vapor phases, respectively.

∆Gt = −RT ln

(
ρt,liq
ρt,vap

)
(4.3)

Free energies were analyzed as a function of system pressure, providing information on

the driving forces of alkane partitioning across various state points. Structural features
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were analyzed by computing center-of-mass radial distribution functions (RDF) and their

respective number integrals for the liquid phase, allowing for direct insight into molecular

packing variations.

4.2.2 Equations of State

Equations of state provide a mathematical formalism that interrelates temperature,

pressure, volume, and composition of a fluid. Most of the EoS used in chemical ther-

modynamics are written as pressure explicit expressions. Once the EoS is solved for

volume (or equivalently for density), primary and derivative thermodynamic properties can

be calculated using simple analytic equations.145 In this work, one of the most widespread

EoS in industry and academia, the Peng-Robinson27 equation of state (PR EoS), is used

to calculate the phase equilibria of systems that exhibit retrograde condensation behavior.

The pressure explicit expression for PR EoS is:

p =
RT

V − b
− aα(T )

V (V + b) + b(V − b)
(4.4)

where R is the gas constant while a,b, and α(T ) are component-specific constants that

account for the attractive intermolecular interactions, hard core volume of the fluid, and the

corresponding state of the system. These are calculated from pure fluid critical properties

using:

a = 0.45724
R2T 2

c

Pc

b = 0.07780
RTc

Pc

α(T ) = [1 + (0.37464+1.54226ω − 0.26992ω2)(1−
√
Tr)]

2

(4.5)

Values for Tc, Pc, and acentric factor (ω) are given int Table 4.1 for the components

studied in this work. For flash calculations, the standard one-fluid van der Waals mixing

rules were used,146 with a single temperature independent binary interaction parameter,

kij:

aα(T ) =
c∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

xixj

√
(aα)i(aα)j(1− kij)

b =

c∑
i=1

xibi

(4.6)
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Fitting the kij parameter against experimental data allows reliable extrapolation of the

calculations within a wide temperature range. However, the focus of this work is to in-

vestigate DRV from a predictive modeling standpoint and, therefore, calculations using

non-zero kij parameters were not emphasized. Predictive estimates from PR EoS were

used to guide the set up of GEMC simulations at high pressures, providing appropriate

values for overall compositions, volumes, and pressures to be used.

In addition to PR EoS, the performance of the perturbed-chain statistical associating

fluid theory40 (PC-SAFT) was investigated with respect to modeling DRV. The theoretical

foundations of the SAFT34,35,147,148 models lie on Wertheim’s first order perturbation the-

ory,36–39 where free energy perturbations are applied to that of a simple reference fluid.

Therefore, the PC-SAFT EoS is generally expressed as a summation of residual Helmholtz

free energy terms, Ares, that account for different molecular interactions in the system un-

der study. The residual Helmholtz free energy accounts for departure from the free energy

of an ideal gas at the same temperature and density. This term is given by:

Ares(T, ρ)

NRT
=
ares(T, ρ)

RT
=
a(T, ρ)

RT
− aideal(T, ρ)

RT
=
aref (T, ρ)

RT
+
adisp(T, ρ)

RT

=
ahs(T, ρ)

RT
+
achain(T, ρ)

RT
+
adisp(T, ρ)

RT
+
aassoc(T, ρ)

RT

(4.7)

where the superscripts res, ideal, ref, hs, chain, disp, and assoc refer to residual, ideal, ref-

erence, hard sphere, chain, dispersion, and association terms, respectively. The exact

formalism of PC-SAFT developed by Gross and Sadowski40 was used in this work. In

contrast to the original SAFT formulation, PC-SAFT uses a hard chain as its reference

fluid, as opposed to the simple hard sphere fluid of SAFT. This modification allows for bet-

ter description of the chain length dependence of the attractive and repulsive interactions

between molecules.

For non-associating components, PC-SAFT requires three parameters for each pure

component: the number of segments, m, in the chain molecule, the chain segment di-

ameter, σi, and the energy of dispersion interactions between segments, εi. Two more

parameters are included to account for association interactions for pure components: the

association energy between sites of like molecules, εAiBi , and the volume of association,

κAiBi . These parameters are fitted to experimental vapor pressure and saturated liquid

density from low temperature up to close to the critical point. Table 4.1 provides PC-SAFT

parameter values for the components used in this work.

PC-SAFT is extended to mixtures by introducing σmix and εmix that are evaluated by

the following mixing rules that are derived from van der Waals one-fluid theory:
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Table 4.1: Pure component parameters for PR EoS31 and PC-SAFT.40

PC-SAFT PR EoS

Compound m σ [Å] ε/kB [K] Tc [K] Pc [MPa] ω

Methane 1.0000 3.7039 150.03 190.56 4.599 0.0115
n-Butane 2.3316 3.7086 222.88 425.12 3.796 0.2002

σ3
mix =

∑c
i=1

∑c
j=1 xixjmimjσ

3
ij

(
∑c

i=1 ximi)2

εmixσ
3
mix =

∑c
i=1

∑c
j=1 xixjmimjσ

3
ijεij

(
∑c

i=1 ximi)2

(4.8)

Dispersion interaction parameters were calculated using Lorentz-Berthelot combining

rules, where similar to PR EoS a temperature independent kij parameter is included:

σij =
1

2
(σi + σj)

εij =
√
εiεj (1− kij)

(4.9)

Similarly, fitting the kij parameter against experimental data is used for reliably corre-

lating experimental data within valid temperature and pressure ranges, as opposed to pre-

dictive estimates where kij = 0. Flash calculations based on robust algorithms149,150 were

performed in this work. EoS predictions are compared directly with GEMC simulations

and with limited experimental data. Along with phase equilibria calculations, the number

density of each component in both liquid and vapor phases, as well as the free energy of

transfer are calculated and directly to compared with molecular simulation calculations.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Dew Curves

While the main focus of this work is based on investigating dew points around the critical

point, it is important to first analyze the full phase diagram for all methods tested, including

bubble point predictions from all models. Figure 4.1 shows the p − x − y diagram for

six isotherms near the critical point of methane(Tc, CH4). These results show that both EoS
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Figure 4.1: Pressure-composition diagram for the system methane + n-butane determined
from GEMC simulations (circles) and EoS (solid lines). Solid lines and filled circles denote
bubble points, dashed lines and open circles denote dew points. Color scheme is equiva-
lent for PR EoS and GEMC. Error bars computed as the standard error of the mean.

and simulation methods yield very similar dew point and bubble point curves at the selected

temperatures. More importantly, by projecting VLE data in reduced units (with respect to

each models respective critical properties), such that all methods are properly compared at

the same corresponding state, excellent agreement is attained. Such agreement suggests

that other properties from simulations and EoS should likewise be directly compared in

reduced units of temperature and pressure.

Due to the asymmetric nature of this system, the dew curves at the selected tempera-

tures are very close to the pure methane axis for most of the pressure range. Therefore,

to observe the expected retrograde behavior at these conditions, analyzing the phase dia-

gram at nearly pure methane composition is required. This is shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.

These plots indicate that both EoS and molecular simulations clearly capture DRV behav-

ior of the methane/n-butane binary system, yielding dew curve shapes that very much

resemble the experimental measurements of Chen et al.141 At temperatures below Tc, CH4
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Figure 4.2: Subcritical isotherm dew curves at compositions approaching pure methane.
Notation defined in Figure 4.1. Triangles denote experimental dew points141 at Tr = 1.0001
and stars denote pure methane vapor pressures.

the calculated curves exhibit an ”S-shape”, similar to the experimental dew curve at Tr =

1.0001. At Tr = 1.005 and Tr = 1.01, which are just slightly above Tc, CH4, the calculated

curves also show a double bend at high pressures, similar to double-domed dew curves

previously reported by Raeissi and Peters,139,151 where quadruple-valued dew points exist

in a narrow range of dilute concentrations. For the GEMC curves, these high-pressure dew

points show larger error bars than those at lower pressures due to their proximity to the

mixtures critical point. In addition, the number of butane molecules at these conditions is

very low and, therefore, a single particle transfer move causes a relatively large deviation

from the equilibrium compositions in each phase. While previous studies have also used

PC-SAFT152 and PR EoS153 to estimate DRV in methane-butane mixtures, Figures 4.2

and 4.3 provide evidence that GEMC simulations are capable of accurately predicting DRV

as well. Moreover, both GEMC and EoS results also agree with the experimental data at

Tr = 1.05, where the system exhibits a familiar supercritical behavior (inverted “C-shaped”
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Figure 4.3: Supercritical isotherm dew curves at compositions approaching pure methane.
Notation defined in Figure 4.1. Triangles denote experimental dew points141 at Tr = 1.0489.

dew curves). This result indicates that GEMC simulations also correctly predict the contin-

uous transition between subcritical and supercritical phase behavior. However, there are

a few subtle differences between calculated and experimental results. The dew curves

obtained from molecular simulations are slightly ”shifted” towards higher butane concen-

trations with regards to the EoS and experimental dew curves, though only by a very small

composition difference (note the scale of the composition axis). This shift in composition

is addressed in Section 4.3.5. Both PC-SAFT and PR EoS also estimate dew curves with

a less pronounced retrograde in comparison to experiment and GEMC simulation. De-

spite these slight differences, the results confirm that both GEMC simulations and EoS are

capable of accurately capturing DRV behavior.

4.3.2 Number Densities

To investigate the influence of DRV on volumetric properties in this system, number

densities from both GEMC and EoS were analyzed. As shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the
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Figure 4.4: Number density of methane in liquid (top) and vapor (bottom) phases as a
function of pressure. Notation defined in Figure 4.1.

number densities have considerably different trends for each component in each phase

as pressure is increased. The number density of methane in the liquid phase shows sub-

stantial increases at temperatures where DRV occurs. This sudden increase in methane

densitiy indicates that the liquid phase becomes “swelled” with methane at high pressures.

As noted by Raeissi and Peters,139 the dew curve bend at high pressures is associated

with an increase in the isothermal compressibility of the low-boiling compound. Hence,

the liquid phase becomes “swelled” as methane becomes increasingly compressible near

its critical point. For this reason, the bend observed in these number densities occurs in

the same pressure range as where the dew curves show a high-pressure bend, and it

gradually becomes less pronounced as the temperature is increasingly farther away from

Tc, CH4. At Tr = 1.05, the number density monotonically increases with pressure and the

dew curve “S-shape” is no longer observable due to a lack of methane swelling. Although

the dew curve retrograde has an effect on the number density of methane in the liquid

phase, it seems to have no pronounced impact on its vapor phase counterpart. The va-

por phase number density increases monotonically with pressure at all temperatures, with
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Figure 4.5: Number density of butane in liquid (top) and vapor (bottom) phases as a
function of pressure. Notation defined in Figure 4.1.

only a sharper increase at higher pressures. Agreement between GEMC and both EoS

is very good in the vapor phase, while in the liquid phase the PC-SAFT curves resemble

the GEMC curves better than does PR-EoS, a consequence of PC-SAFTs higher order. In

general terms, however, the number density estimates from PR-EoS for both phases agree

well with those in GEMC simulations.

Despite the unusual behavior in the liquid phase number density of methane, the overall

increase is coupled with a gradual depletion of liquid phase butane, shown in Figure 4.5.

As with methane, this trend in liquid phase number density of butane is well described

by simulation and both EoS, where PC-SAFT best resembles the GEMC curves. Just as

the PR EoS estimates a sharper methane “swelling” in the liquid phase, it also estimates

a sharper decrease in the liquid phase number density of butane. Although the average

overall composition of butane decreases with pressure, an increase in the vapor phase

number density of butane is observed within the same pressure range where the liquid

phase “swells” with methane. Therefore, there exists a link between the increases in the

liquid phase number density of methane and the vapor phase number density of butane.
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The number density increase in the latter quickly falls to zero for subcritical isotherms as the

system approaches pure methane composition, and the “double-dome behavior observed

for supercritical dew curves slightly above Tc, CH4 is observed in the number densities as

well. A monotonic increase in the vapor phase number density of butane at Tr = 1.05

is observed as expected, since this isotherm exhibits typical supercritical phase behavior

where butane composition in the vapor phase increases at higher pressures. The trends for

butane in the vapor phase are also well described by both EoS, and the GEMC simulations

predict them accurately as well despite the increased uncertainty within proximity of critical

points. The predicted vapor phase densities of butane are larger for GEMC, which is

expected given the dew curve shift shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.

4.3.3 Free Energies of Transfer

Due to the direct relationship between number densities and free energy of transfer,

DRV behavior is also reflected in the latter. Figure 4.6 shows the calculated free energies
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Figure 4.6: Free energies of transfer for methane (top) and butane (bottom) as a function
of pressure. Notation defined in Figure 4.1.
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of transfer for each component using Equation 4.3. Similar to the number densities, the

variations in composition observed in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are also reflected in the free

energies of transfer for both components. For methane, the energy varies slightly from low

to moderate pressures, whereas a sharp change in free energy is observed at high pres-

sures. This sudden change in trend occurs within the same pressure range where DRV

is observed, and becomes more pronounced as the number densities of methane in each

phase become increasingly similar. The sharp decrease in the magniture of ∆Gtrans for

methane indicates that there is a lower change in free energy when methane molecules

transfer between phases that become increasingly similar (i.e. from an increasingly com-

pressible liquid phase to a relatively dense vapor phase). ∆Gtrans is roughly an order of

magnitude larger for butane, indicating that butane molecules that transfer to the vapor

phase undergo a large change in free energy. However, the non-linear variations observed

in the vapor phase number densities of butane do not yield similar non-linear trends in its

free energy of transfer. This is because the number density of butane in the vapor phase

is about two orders of magnitude smaller than its liquid phase counterpart and, hence,

vapor phase density variations are not sufficiently large to be reflected in the free ener-

gies. Therefore, the behavior of the free energy of transfer for butane is dominated by the

increasing similarity in the number density of butane in both phases.

Although GEMC simulations and both EoS describe the a similar general trend, the PR

EoS estimates a sharper drop in free energy, whereas PC-SAFT results closely resemble

those from GEMC simulations. This is expected due to better agreement between PC-

SAFT and GEMC simulations for number densities as well. This is also the case for the

free energy of butane, where PC-SAFT and GEMC simulations yield smoother changes

free energy compared to PR EoS. Overall, both EoS and GEMC simulations predict similar

variations in free energies of transfer for both components, where changes associated with

DRV are observed.

4.3.4 Structural Analysis

The capability of providing molecular-level information for fluid systems has long been

recognized as one of the major advantages of computer simulations. To further under-

stand DRV, center of mass radial distribution functions (RDF) were generated to address

molecular-level packing across multiple state points. While RDFs can provide details on

the molecular structure of both liquid and vapor phases, emphasis is given here to the liquid
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phase RDFs. Figure 4.7 shows the liquid phase RDFs between similar and different pairs

of molecules for various pressures at Tr = 1.005, where variations in peak heights can be

observed for different vapor pressures. The evolution of peak heights is linked to density

variations due to packing changes that ocurr as the system approaches the critical point.

For clarity, the evolution of peak heights in the first solvation shell are shown as a function

of pressure in Figure 4.8 for three isotherms. The peak height of CH4-CH4 RDFs decrease

as the system approaches its saturated vapor pressure, which is consistent with the loss

of structure associated with increasing proximity to the critical point of methane. Compar-

ing the peaks for methane between similar and different pairs, it is evident that increasing

pressure lowers the peak height in both, but only the RDFs between different pairs show a

sharp increase at the high-pressure end, an indication that butane molecules increasingly

populate the liquid phase as the vapor phase approaches pure methane composition. This

effect is also reflected in C4H10-C4H10 RDF peaks, which only increase sharply at high
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pressures, yet with lower magnitude given the low amount of butane molecules in the sys-

tem. These trends suggest that the structural effects of DRV are observable within the

length scale of the the first solvation shell.

In addition to RDF peak evolution, the number integrals were computed at multiple

state points. Figure 4.9 shows the number integrals for the RDFs from Figure 4.7, and their

evolution as a function of pressure is shown in Figure 4.10 for the first solvation shell. The

evolution of the CH4-CH4 number integrals closely resembles the shape of the liquid phase

number density plots of CH4. This confirms that the methane “swelling” effect is observable

within the first solvation shell. Hence, the local environment around a methane molecule

directly influences the shape of the dew curves, where CH4-CH4 packing arrangements

that pack more methane molecules into the first solvation shell are observed for pres-

sures where the liquid phase becomes “swelled” with methane. Similarly, the CH4-C4H10

and C4H10-C4H10 number integrals show a monotonic decrease with increasing pressure,
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which is simply due to decreasing amounts of butane in the system. Hence, these num-

ber integrals confirm that variations in composition and density are directly correlated with

molecular packing, showing a tight packing of the low-boiling compound at high pressures.

4.3.5 Effect of Butane Vapor Pressure

The dew curves computed from GEMC simulations shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are

systematically shifted towards higher butane mole fractions in comparison to experimental

measurements and EoS predictions, suggesting that the amount of butane in the vapor

phase is overestimated by the TraPPE–UA n-butane model. To address this observation,

the butane model was modified to yield vapor pressures closer to those measured experi-

mentally at T = 194.17 K (Tc, CH4 for TraPPE-UA). With this new model at hand, the binary

phase diagram was then computed at Tr = 0.995. ε parameters of both CH2 and CH3

pseudoatoms were simultaneously increased, effectively lowering the vapor pressure for

a fixed temperature. Table 4.2 shows the vapor pressures of the modified butane models

from NV T -GEMC simulations. A total of 1,000 n-butane molecules were used for each

simulation, which consisted of 8 independent runs with production periods of 200,000 MC

cycles.

It is important to note that 194.17 K is well below the normal boiling point of n-butane

(272.66 K113) and, thus, the vapor pressures are quite low. The predicted vapor pressures

are given in Table 4.2. These suggest that an 8% increase in ε is required to yield vapor

Table 4.2: Vapor pressures of TraPPE–UA n-butane with modified ε parameters at 194.17
K. Adjustments apply to CH2 and CH3 sites. Uncertainty (δpvap) computed as standard
error of the mean. Experimental value taken from NIST113

Percent increase pvap [bar] δpvap [bar]
0 0.02688 0.0005043
1 0.02419 0.0005673
2 0.02131 0.0004260
5 0.01254 0.0003546
6 0.01163 0.0004008
8 0.00903 0.0003491
9 0.00771 0.0003118

Experiment 0.00895 –
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Figure 4.11: Effect of increasing ε parameters of butane molecules on phase diagrams at
Tr = 0.995.

pressures similar to experimental measurements. Therefore, a modified TraPPE–UA n-

butane model with 8% larger ε values was used to recompute the binary phase diagram.

The full p − x − y diagram is shown in Figure 4.11, and the corresponding dew curve is

shown in Figure 4.12. In addition to GEMC simulations, binary VLE data was obtained

from flash calculations using PC-SAFT with kij = 0.022,40 therby providing a reliable cor-

relation of experimental VLE data at Tr = 0.995. As shown in Figure 4.12, simulations

using the modified TraPPE–UA model yield dew curves that agree very well with PC-SAFT

correlations. Therefore, by adjusting the vapor pressure of n-butane, GEMC simulations

are able to quantitatively predict DRV. Furthermore, increasing ε parameters effectively

increases the critical point and, therefore, the difference in critical points of the two com-

ponents is enlarged, making the mixture more asymmetric. Consequently, this leads to

bubble points with higher n-butane concentrations, as seen in Figure 4.11. This widening

of the phase envelope also agrees very well with PC-SAFT correlations, suggesting that

n-butane partitioning determines the overall “shift” in dew and bubble curves.
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Figure 4.12: Effect of increasing ε parameters of butane molecules on dew curves at Tr =
0.995.

4.4 Conclusions

The phenomenon of double retrograde vaporization has been investigated for the bi-

nary system methane + n-butane. Two different methods were used in this study: equa-

tions of state and Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulations. Both methods yield quali-

tatively similar phase behavior near the critical point low-boiling compound, where DRV

was observed at the same corresponding states. By analyzing the number densities of

each component in both coexisting phases, it was shown that DRV is driven by the liq-

uid phase becoming “swelled” with the low-boiling compound, with an analagous increase

in the vapor phase number density of n-butane. This effect was reflected in the free en-

ergy of transfer for methane, which showed non-linear variations with increasing pressure.

Liquid phase RDFs showed that DRV is linked to the local environment around methane

molecules, where molecular packing is influenced within the first solvation shell. Finally,

the systematic dew curve shift towards higher n-butane mole fractions was investigating

by modifying both ε parameters on the TraPPE–UA n-butane model. This modification
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effectively lowered the amount of n-butane present in the vapor phase and shifted the

dew curves towards higher methane concentrations, allowing for quantitative agreement

with PC-SAFT correlations (i.e. using a non-zero kij parameter fitted to experimental VLE

measurements). Overall, GEMC simulations were able to predict DRV behavior with very

high accuracy, and predictions using PC-SAFT showed better agreement with simulation

data in comparison to the PR EoS.
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Chapter 5

Molecular Modeling of Retrograde
Vaporization in Enhanced Oil and
Gas Recovery

5.1 Introduction

Production of natural gas from unconventional sources has increased significantly in

the US during the last several years. By 2011, over 68% of all natural gas production

came from unconventional sources, such as from shale gas reservoirs.6 Despite this pro-

duction increase, understanding complex fluid behavior in these gas reservoirs is required

to further improve gas production and processing. For example, methane, the primary

component in natural gas, is found in its supercritical state under typical gas reservoir con-

ditions, which could be as high as 450 K and 100 MPa.132 However, heavy hydrocarbons

present in the reservoir are subcritical, forming asymmetric mixtures with methane that can

exhibit retrograde condensation behavior. This phase behavior is particularly problematic

in rich gas condensate wells, where liquid dropout within transmission lines hinders pro-

duction due to interruption of gas flow.131 On the other hand, condensate droplets rich in

heavy hydrocarbons can also form within the geologic matrix, becoming difficult to recover

due to reduced liquid mobility from capillary forces which can lead to potentially unfeasible

recoveries.133 To prevent hydrocarbon losses, tertiary recovery methods are often used to

extract these hydrocarbons and increase recovery factors in gas condensate reservoirs.

Miscible and immiscible gas injection has become a popular enhaced oil recovery
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(EOR) method for recovery of hydrocarbons that remain stranded in oil and gas reser-

voirs. This method is particularly effective when combined with other recovery strategies,

such as in water-alternating-gas (WAG) processes.16 During gas injection, pressurized

gases are injected into the reservoir to improve microscopic displacement efficiency by ei-

ther fully or partially dissolving into, and thereby swelling, the residual oil.10,15 By lowering

the viscosity of residual oil, mobility is improved such that oil droplets can be displaced and

flow towards the producing well. Common gases used for injection processes include hy-

drocarbon gases originally associated with the residual oil, CO2, and mixtures of these.15

Injecting CO2 is an attractive option because a significant fraction remains in the reservoir,

and any additional CO2 that is produced can be pressurized and reinjected for storage.154

Storing CO2 during EOR can offset carbon dioxide emissions from consumption of recov-

ered hydrocarbons. Moreover, at a CO2:oil mass ratio of approximately 3:1, the amount of

CO2 injected matches the amount produced when the recovered hydrocarbons are burnt,

suggesting carbon neutral EOR processes could be designed.155 Understanding phase

behavior in oil and gas reservoirs is therefore of primary importance to improve the perfor-

mance of EOR processes.

Under typical oil and gas reservoir conditions, fluid mixtures may exhibit an interesting

yet scarcely studied phenomenon known as double retrograde vaporization (DRV). Mix-

tures that exhibit DRV are characterized by highly non-linear phase behavior at conditions

in the vicinity of the critical point of the low-boiling compound. This phenomenon was first

studied by Chen et al. in 1974 for binary mixtures of methane with n-butane141 and n-

pentane,142 where ”S-shaped” dew curves were observed at fixed temperatures near the

critical point of methane. In contrast to the ”C-shaped” p-x-y dew point curves of ”single”

retrograde vaporization in supercritical fluids, DRV shows triple- or quadruple-valued dew

points for specific compositions approaching purity of the volatile component.139 From the

perspective of natural gas production, this phase behavior allows for multiple liquid dropout

events to occur as gas condensate mixtures flow towards a producing well, where the

flow’s pressure gradient can cross multiple dew points. DRV has also been suggested as

a means to increase the efficiency of supercritical fluid extraction by optimizing the use

of its characteristic solubility extremas.143 In addition to its practical relevance, further ex-

ploring DRV is important to better understand the fundamental properties of infinitely-dilute

near-critical fluids.
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Accurately predicting complex condensation behavior by means of adequate thermody-

namic models is of great importance, especially for preventing operational problems at con-

ditions where experimental measurements are limited or unavailable. While DRV studies

in the literature are quite scarce, DRV has been modeled for various mixtures using equa-

tions of state (EoS). Raeissi et al. have modeled DRV using the Peng-Robinson27 (PR)

EoS for asymmetric mixtures where CO2, N2, and light alkanes constitute the low-boiling

components,151,156 showing the prevalence of DRV across mixtures with different chemi-

cal substances. DRV has also been modeled with advanced molecular-based EoS, such

as those in the Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT)34,35,147,148 family. Perturbed-

chain SAFT (PC-SAFT)40 has been shown to be capable of reproducing DRV for various

n-alkane mixtures,152 as well as showing satisfactory performance for modeling phase be-

havior of multicomponent mixtures representative of reservoir and gas injection fluids.157

Nonetheless, the predictive capabilities of these thermodynamic models are often limited

or unreliable for complex phase behavior. For example, experimental observations have

shown that retrograde condensation can yield two distinct liquid phases,158 yet this three-

phase behavior can also be artificially reproduced by using non-classical combining rules.

Alfradique and Castier demonstrated this by using the PR EoS for methane/n-pentane bi-

nary mixtures,153 even though n-hexane is the lightest n-alkane to present partial liquid

phase immiscibility with methane. Moreover, EoS predictions often rely on fitting binary

interaction parameters that require optimization for different temperatures,159 which limits

their applicability.

In this work, configurational-bias Monte Carlo simulations60,61,66 in the isobaric-isothermal

version of the Gibbs ensemble57,59,67 were carried out to study DRV for mixtures contain-

ing different “heavy” and “light” components. The term “heavy” corresponds to compounds

of low volatility, whereas “light” corresponds to compounds with low boiling temperatures.

In the systems investigated here, either methane or CO2 constitutes the light components

in their respective systems. Mixtures containing methane resemble natural gas in gas

condensate reservoirs, whereas mixtures with carbon dioxide resemble CO2-based injec-

tion fluids used in EOR. In contrast to EoS and empirical thermodynamic models, Monte

Carlo simulations are a powerful tool for predictive modeling, capable of reliably providing

molecular-level details for many complex systems. Hence, the goals of this work were to

explore DRV in different mixtures via molecular simulation, predict dewpoint curves and full

vapor-liquid coexistence envelopes, and investigate fluid structuring at a molecular level.
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This chapter is organized as follows: molecular models and calculation details are de-

scribed in Section 5.2, results are presented and discussed separately for methane and

CO2 systems in Section 5.3, and Section 5.4 provides concluding remarks.

5.2 Computational Details

5.2.1 Monte Carlo Simulations

Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo (GEMC) simulations57,59,67 allow for direct calculations

of mixture equilibria for arbitrary numbers of components,135 making them suitable for

modeling a variety of mixtures. The MCCCS-MN program74 was used to carry out GEMC

simulations in the isobaric-isothermal (NpT ) ensemble for methane-based and CO2-based

mixtures, where these two compounds constitute the near-critical components in their re-

spective mixtures. All simulations were performed at a reduced temperature of Tr = 0.995

with respect to the critical temperature of either methane or CO2. A range of pressures

were simulated, where the upper bounds were set to the vapor pressures of the low-boiling

compounds at Tr = 0.995. Pure component vapor pressures were determined from GEMC

simulations in the canonical ensemble (NV T -GEMC) for systems consisting of 5000 par-

ticles. For NpT -GEMC simulations, the total system size was fixed to 5500 molecules

with at least 5000 methane or CO2 molecules. The remaining number of molecules was

adjusted so as to yield overall compositions within phase coexistence boundaries.

Simulations were averaged over 8 independent runs, each run consisting of produc-

tion periods of 50,000 MC cycles and 200,000 MC cycles for NpT -GEMC and NV T -

GEMC simulations, respectively, where 1 MC cycle = N steps and N denotes the total

number of particles in the system. Statistical errors are given as standard errors of the

mean. Volume and swap moves were adjusted to yield an acceptance frequency on the

order of 1 accepted move of each type per MC cycle110 to optimize computing efficiency.

The remaining fraction of moves were evenly distributed among translation, rotation, and

CBMC60,61,66 conformational moves for flexible and semiflexible molecules. Translation

and rotation moves were allowed for CO2 molecules, whereas only translation moves were

allowed for methane molecules.

For methane-based mixtures, binary and ternary systems of methane + (n-butane

and/or i-butane) were investigated using the united-atom version of the transferable po-

tentials for phase equilibria (TraPPE–UA) force field.66,69 This force field makes use of
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Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulomb potentials for the nonbonded interactions of CHx pseudo-

atoms:

U (rij) = 4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

+
qiqj

4πεrij
(5.1)

where rij , εij , σij , qi, and qj are the separation, LJ potential well depth, LJ diameter, and

partial charges, respectively. Intramolecular degrees of freedom are governed by a fixed

C–C bond length, a harmonic angle bending potential, and a cosine series torsional po-

tential. These united-atom models provide an excellent compromise between accuracy

and computational efficiency, which is an important factor to consider given the computing

cost of simulating large near-critical systems. All Lennard-Jones potentials were trun-

cated at 1.4 nm. Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules99 were used for non-bonded interac-

tions between unlike pseudoatoms, and analytical tail corrections were applied.54 Based

on the results of the finite-size scaling study of Potoff and Panagiotopoulos for Lennard-

Jonesium,102 the critical temperature and pressure of TraPPE–UA methane used in this

work were Tc = 194.18 K and pc = 50.36 bar, corresponding to the infinite system size limit.

To provide a systematic analysis of the influence of heavy components on DRV, a con-

stant molar ratio of n-butane:i-butane equal to 1:3, 1:1, or 3:1 was imposed, where these

ratios are defined based on the total number of butane molecules in the system. The total

number of molecules of each component was adjusted at every pressure so as to maintain

a constant molar ratio of butane isomers in the system, while simultaneously maintaining

the overall composition within the coexistence boundaries of the phase envelope. Addi-

tionally, binary mixtures of methane with either butane isomer were also simulated.

For CO2-based mixtures, binary systems containing n-heptane (C7), n-nonane (C9),

benzene (BZ), toluene (TL), or ethylbenzene (EB) as heavy components were investigated.

The TraPPE force field was used for CO2,160 benzene,161 and alkylbenzenes,162 as well as

TraPPE–UA for C7 and C9.69 While the all-atom models are used for the ring structure of

arene molecules, the non-polar substituents on toluene and ethylbenzene are represented

by united-atom CHx pseudo-atoms. Due to the large number of electrostatic interactions

present, computing pairwise interactions in Equation 5.1 for this set of mixtures becomes

computationally expensive. Therefore, a group-based cutoff of 1.6 nm was applied without

applying the Ewald summation technique,54 which has been previously applied to han-

dle electrostatic interactions for the TraPPE CO2 model.160,163 Similar to simulations for

methane mixtures, Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules99 were used for non-bonded inter-

actions between unlike sites. Because the vapor pressure of CO2 would decrease without
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inclusion of Ewald summation, analytical tail corrections were also excluded to counter this

pressure offset. This approach was validated for phase equilibria of neat CO2 and benzene

systems.

Mixtures that exhibit DRV also show highly non-linear behavior in near-critical volumet-

ric properties. Raeissi and Peters analyzed this on the basis of differential molar volumes

(∂V /∂x)T,p, whose non-linear behavior was explained as a transition to critical behavior

for infinitely dilute systems.139 To assess DRV influence on volumetric properties, num-

ber densities of volatile and heavy components were analyzed for both vapor and liquid

phases. Because GEMC simulations allow for direct determination of partitioning between

coexisting liquid and vapor phases,144 the Gibbs free energy of transfer (∆Gt) was com-

puted directly from the number densities in each phase using Equation 5.2, where ρt,liq and

ρt,vap are the number densities of molecule type t in liquid and vapor phases, respectively.

∆Gt = −RT ln

(
ρt,liq
ρt,vap

)
(5.2)

Partitioning was also investigated by computing K values for heavy components in

ternary mixtures, given by

Kt = yt/xt (5.3)

where yt and xt are mole fractions of molecule type t in vapor and liquid phases, respec-

tively. In addition, structural features were analyzed by computing center-of-mass radial

distribution functions (RDF) and their respective number integrals for the liquid phase, pro-

viding a detailed view of the effects of DRV on molecular packing.

5.2.2 Equations of State

In addition to Monte Carlo simulations, DRV was modeled using two well-known equa-

tions of state: Peng-Robinson27 (PR EoS) and the perturbed chain statistical associating

flud theory40 (PC-SAFT). Both models were used for VLE predictions, as well as providing

number densities and free energies of transfer for comparison to GEMC simulations.

The original formulation of the PR EoS was used, which in pressure-explicit form is

given by:

p =
RT

V − b
− aα(T )

V (V + b) + b(V − b)
(5.4)

Here, R is the gas constant, while a, b, and α(T ) are component-specific constants that

account for the attractive intermolecular interactions, hard core volume of the fluid, and the
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corresponding state of the system. These were calculated from pure fluid critical properties

using:

a = 0.45724
R2T 2

c

Pc

b = 0.07780
RTc

Pc

α(T ) = [1 + (0.37464+1.54226ω − 0.26992ω2)(1−
√
Tr)]

2

(5.5)

Values for Tc, Pc, and acentric factor (ω) are given in Table 5.1 for the components studied

in this work. The standard one-fluid van der Waals mixing rules were applied, which include

a single temperature independent binary interaction parameter, kij, and are given by:

aα(T ) =

c∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

xixj

√
(aα)i(aα)j(1− kij)

b =
c∑
i=1

xibi

(5.6)

By regressing the kij parameter against reliable VLE data, experimental measurements

can be accurately correlated within fitting boundaries, whereas predictive calculations re-

quire all kij parameters be set to zero.

In contrast to cubic EoS, PC-SAFT has theoretical foundations based on Wertheim’s

first order perturbation theory,36–39 similar to all SAFT models. Because PC-SAFT applies

free energy perturbations to a reference fluid, it is generally expressed as a summation of

residual Helmholtz free energy terms, Ares, that account for different molecular interactions

in the system, given by:

Ares(T, ρ)

NRT
=
ares(T, ρ)

RT
=
a(T, ρ)

RT
− aideal(T, ρ)

RT
=
aref (T, ρ)

RT
+
adisp(T, ρ)

RT

=
ahs(T, ρ)

RT
+
achain(T, ρ)

RT
+
adisp(T, ρ)

RT
+
aassoc(T, ρ)

RT

(5.7)

where the superscripts res, ideal, ref, hs, chain, disp, and assoc refer to residual, ideal, ref-

erence, hard sphere, chain, dispersion, and association terms, respectively. In this work,

the original formalism of Gross and Sadowski40 was used, which requires the use of three

parameters for each pure component: the number of segments, m, in the chain molecule,

the chain segment diameter, σi, and the energy of dispersion interactions between seg-

ments, εi. Two more parameters can be used for pure components that exhibit association

interactions (i.e. alkanols, water, amines, etc.164): the association energy between sites
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of like molecules, εAiBi , and the volume of association, κAiBi . These parameters are fit-

ted to experimental vapor pressures and saturated liquid densities from low temperatures

up to close to the critical point. Table 5.1 provides PC-SAFT parameter values for the

components used in this work. PC-SAFT EoS is extended to mixtures by introducing σmix

and εmix, which are evaluated by the following mixing rules derived from van der Waals

one-fluid theory:146,165

σ3
mix =

∑c
i=1

∑c
j=1 xixjmimjσ

3
ij

(
∑c

i=1 ximi)2

εmixσ
3
mix =

∑c
i=1

∑c
j=1 xixjmimjσ

3
ijεij

(
∑c

i=1 ximi)2

(5.8)

Table 5.1: Pure component parameters for PR EoS31 and PC-SAFT.40

PC-SAFT PR EoS

Compound m σ [Å] ε/kB [K] Tc [K] Pc [MPa] ω

Methane 1.0000 3.7039 150.03 190.56 4.599 0.0115
n-Butane 2.3316 3.7086 222.88 425.12 3.796 0.2002
i-Butane 2.2616 3.7574 216.53 407.80 3.648 0.1835

Carbon Dioxide 2.0729 2.7852 169.21 304.21 7.383 0.2240
Heptane 3.4831 3.8049 238.40 540.20 2.740 0.3500
Nonane 4.2079 3.8448 244.51 594.60 2.290 0.4440
Benzene 2.4653 3.6478 287.35 562.20 4.898 0.2100
Toluene 2.8149 3.7169 285.69 591.80 4.106 0.2620

Ethylbenzene 3.0799 3.7974 287.35 617.20 3.606 0.3030

Dispersion interaction parameters were calculated using Lorentz-Berthelot combining

rules:

σij =
1

2
(σi + σj)

εij =
√
εiεj (1− kij)

(5.9)

As with PR EoS, a temperature independent kij parameter is included in the mixing rules,

which can be regressed to correlate experimental VLE data.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 VLE in Methane-based Systems
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Figure 5.1: Pressure-composition diagram for methane + (n-butane and/or i-butane) mix-
tures. Circles denote GEMC simulations, solid lines denote PR EoS, and dashed lines
denote PC-SAFT. Color scheme is equivalent for both simulation and EoS. n-C4:i-C4 ra-
tios labeled for ternary mixtures.

Given that the TraPPE force field, Peng-Robinson, and PC-SAFT each reproduce differ-

ent critical points for methane, phase diagrams were analyzed in reduced units to compare

VLE prediction at the same corresponding states. The pressure-composition diagrams

in Figure 5.1 show that excellent agreement is obtained between both EoS and GEMC

when projected in reduced units. This agreement suggests that both methods yield sim-

ilar VLE behavior at the same corresponding states, where other properties are likewise

comparable. Since 194.17 K is well below the critical temperature of both butane isomers,

the phase diagram of these mixtures is very similar in width and only varies slightly with

overall composition. Given that i-butane is more volatile that n-butane, the concentration

of methane increases slightly in the liquid phase for systems with higher i-C4:n-C4 molar
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Figure 5.2: Dew curves for methane + (n-butane and/or i-butane) mixtures. Symbols and
color defined in Figure 5.1.

ratios at low to moderate pressures.

The difference in critical properties between the low-boiling compound and both butane

isomers makes this system quite asymmetric. Therefore, one needs to look at composi-

tions very close to the pure methane axis to observe DRV. The dew curves in Figure 5.2

show that DRV is observed in within a small composition for both binary and ternary mix-

tures. More importantly, the effect of fixed molar ratio on DRV causes the dew curves to

shift systematically in the x-axis with overall composition, where the overall shape of the

curve is very similar irrespective of the butane isomer molar ratio. Due of the difference

in volatility between both butane molecules, the combined partial pressures of the heavy

components determine the extent to which the dew curves are shifted. Hence, dew curves

with smaller n-butane:i-butane ratios are shifted to lower methane concentrations, since

i-butane is more volatile. The effect of heavy-component vapor pressure on DRV has

been discussed previously (see Section 4.3.5), and is in agreement with the results shown

in Figure 5.2. In this regard, the ternary mixtures can be considered to exhibit “pseudo-

binary” phase behavior, where the distinction is made between the low-boiling compound
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Figure 5.3: K-values for C4 alkanes in methane + (n-butane and/or i-butane) mixtures.
Triangles denote GEMC simulations, solid lines denote PR EoS, and dashed lines denote
PC-SAFT. EoS and GEMC both yield K-values for n-butane that are lower than those of
i-butane.

and the heavy components in the system. It is important to note that both EoS and GEMC

simulations predict dew curve shifts with very similar dependence on butane molar ratio.

In this regard, there is good qualitative agreement between both methods.

Because DRV causes non-linear variations in composition, it is worthwhile to exam-

ine partitioning of heavy components between coexisting phases. Using Equation 5.3,

the K-values for methane are orders of magnitude larger than for either butane isomer

and approach unity near the critical point due to the relatively large fraction of methane

in the vapor phase. Hence, analyzing K-values for butane molecules requires looking at

the low K-value range, as shown in Figure 5.3. Although the overall composition varies

among the ternary mixtures, the K-values suggest that butane partitioning remains un-

affected by the overall composition of the system throughout the entire pressure range,

where the K-values of i-butane are consistently higher than those of n-butane. At high
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pressures, however, the values for both butane isomers approach unity over a small pres-

sure range as both phases approach pure methane composition, where the butane com-

ponents are infinitely diluted. The sharp change in trend indicates a transition towards

state points where the coexisting phases become increasingly similar in proximity to the

critical point of methane. The low K-values suggest the butane partitioning favors the liq-

uid phase at low to moderate pressures, yet near the critical point (at pressures roughly

above pr = pvap/pc = 0.8), the partition ratio shifts away from the liquid phase as this phase

becomes more compressible. This transition is clearly linked to DRV, given that the tran-

sition occurs within the pressure range where the dew curves exhibit non-linear behavior.

Furthermore, this change in phase behavior seems to be well described by both EoS and

GEMC simulations, in accordance to the good agreement found for the p-x-y diagrams.

5.3.2 Number Densities in Methane-based Systems

Previous studies suggest that DRV is correlated with non-linear behavior in the molar

volume of the coexisting phases within the critical region. This non-linear behavior can

be investigated by analyzing the number densities for each component in the coexisting

phases. Figure 5.4 shows the number densities obtained from GEMC simulations and

PC-SAFT calculations. These results show that the liquid phase becomes “swelled” with

methane for pressures above pr = 0.8 (see upper left panel in Figure 5.4), where the num-

ber density increases higher than that of the saturated liquid. This result is in accordance

with the explanation provided by Raeissi and Peters,139 where the molar volume is influ-

enced by the increased compressibility of the low-boiling compound in the liquid phase

at near-critical conditions. Moreover, the ratio of heavy components has very little effect

on methane “swelling”, which agrees with the relatively small effect it shown for the com-

position of the liquid phase. Similarly, the methane number density in the vapor phase

increases monotonically with pressure, where the butane molar ratio has no visible effect.

In contrast to methane, the number densities of the heavy components show stronger

dependence on butane ratios in both phases. For clarity, the results from PR EoS are

shown separately in Figure 5.5. In the liquid phase, the butane ratio is directly proportional

to the number density. For example, the ternary system with a 1:1 butane ratio has equal

number densities for both butanes, shown by overlapping blue lines in the lower right panel

of Figure 5.5. For binary mixtures, the number densities are determined by the relative

volatilities of the heavy components. In these cases, the number density of i-butane is
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lower than that of n-butane for the liquid phase, whereas the opposite is true in the vapor

phase. Moreover, the liquid phase “swelling” effect is proportional to the heavy component

number density in the vapor phase, where non-linear behavior is observed for pressures

higher than pr = 0.8. To show the relationship between dew curve shift and the amount

of heavy components in the vapor phase, the sum of both number densities is shown as

dashed-dotted lines in the lower right panel of Figure 5.5 for ternary mixtures. The sum of

number densities clearly shows the same dependence on butane ratio as the dew curves,

and each curve has the same general shape regardless of component or butane ratio.

This suggests that these systems indeed exhibit “pseudo-binary” DRV behavior, where all

heavy components respond similarly to liquid phase “swelling” effect, and their combined

number densities are directly proportional to the composition shift of dew curves.
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Figure 5.4: Number densities of methane (top) and alkanes (bottom) in liquid (left) and
vapor (right) phases. Color scheme represents n-alkane ratios as in Figure 5.1. Symbols
denote GEMC simulations and lines denote EoS. For ternary mixtures, triangles denote
GEMC data for n-butane (up) and i-butane (down), while lines denote PC-SAFT predictions
(kij = 0) for n-butane (solid) and i-butane (dashed).
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vapor (right) phases from PR EoS predictions (kij = 0). Color scheme and symbols as in
Figure 5.4. Dotted-dashed lines in lower right panel denote sum of number densities of
n-butane and i-butane.

5.3.3 Free Energy of Transfer in Methane-based Systems

In addition to the determination of volumetric properties for coexisting phases, GEMC

simulations allow for calculation of the Gibbs free energy of transfer across the entire pres-

sure range by means of Equation 5.2. In Figure 5.6, the Gibbs free energies of transfer are

shown for each component. At the critical point, this quantity becomes zero and, there-

fore, the Gibbs free energies of transfer for methane have lower magnitudes relative to

those for either butane. Because Equation 5.2 takes in number densities as direct input,

the non-linear behavior observed for dew curves becomes reflected in ∆Gt, where the top

panel in Figure 5.6 shows a sharp change with pressure around pr = 0.8 for methane.

This sharp decrease in ∆Gt (in absolute values) corresponds to the onset of liquid-phase

methane “swelling”, reflecting the transition towards states with relatively compressible liq-

uid phases. For methane, PR EoS and PC-SAFT both predict systematic variations in
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Figure 5.6: Gibbs free energy of transfer for methane (top) and alkanes (bottom). Color
scheme defined in Figure 5.1. Symbols denote GEMC simulations, solid lines denote
PR EoS, and dashed lines denote PC-SAFT. Free energies for n-butane are lower (more
negative) than those of i-butane.

∆Gt proportional to butane ratios, whereas GEMC simulations show a more subtle depen-

dence. However, at higher pressures the predicted values from simulation and EoS are

very similar, where the systems are composed of nearly pure methane.

For the heavy components (lower panel), the butane ratio has no effect on ∆Gt, where

the values for n-butane are consistently lower than those of i-butane, and the difference

between the two becomes negligible at high pressures due to infinite dilution. This trend is

predicted with similar precision by PR EoS and PC-SAFT, whereas the shortcomings of the

united-atom models in correctly predicting vapor pressures cause GEMC prediction to yield

higher ∆Gt values. This is similar to the predictions for heavy components in the vapor

phase. Nonetheless, qualitative agreement is clearly obtained between EoS and simulation

results. It is important to note that the choice of simulating VLE with united-atom models

is most limited for molecules far below their critical point (i.e. closer to their normal boiling

point), where the packing fraction in dense liquid phases is not described as properly
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with pseudoatoms as it is with explicit-hydrogen models.66 However, this effect proved to

have little influence on the phase behavior and ∆Gt values for this system because the

chain length of either butane is relatively small. Packing limitations can cause significant

deviations for longer alkanes.163

5.3.4 Structural Analysis of Methane-based Systems

As noted in the previous section, accurately describing molecular packing is important

for properly predicting VLE. A well-recognized advantage of molecular simulations is the

ability to produce detailed microscopic information directly from fluid configurations. To

address the structural features that influence DRV, center of mass radial pair distribution

functions (RDF) of liquid phases were computed across a range of pressures. Figure 5.7

shows the RDFs of different pairs of molecules for mixtures with different butane ratios.

As shown in all four panels, molecular packing remains largely unaffected by the ratio
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of butane molecules in the system. For example, n-butane and i-butane pack differently

around methane molecules as seen in the top right panel of Figure 5.7, yet this difference is

consistent across mixtures with different overall compositions. An interesting observation

is that the n-C4/i-C4 RDF peak height seems to be roughly at the midpoint between n-

C4/n-C4 and i-C4/i-C4 RDF peaks, and this peak height is maintained for different butane

ratios. Therefore, these RDFs indicate that each butane isomer has a packing preference

that is not affected by the overall composition, further suggesting that these asymmetric

mixtures can be regarded as “pseudo-binary”.

To observe the how packing changes across the entire pressure range, the height of

RDF peaks from Figure 5.7 are analyzed as a function of reduced pressure, shown in Fig-

ure 5.8. These results show that the RDF peak for methane decreases monotonically with

pressure, a feature associated with a loss of general structure as the system approaches
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the critical point, which causes the liquid phase to become more compressible. This struc-

tural loss is exhibited consistently for for all ternary mixtures and binary systems at low to

moderate pressures. At higher pressures, a change in trend is observed, where the peak

heights increase again. This change in fluid structuring is linked to the partitioning varia-

tions observed in Figure 5.3, where the butane molecules increasingly disfavor the vapor

phase over the liquid phase. A similar trend is observed at elevated pressures between

like butane pairs, although the peak heights remain nearly constant at low to moderate

pressures. As with the RDFs in Figure 5.7, fluid structuring is consistent for both butane

isomers in mixtures with different butane ratios. This is clearly observed for the RDF peak

height of i-butane pairs at reduced pressures between 0.2 and 0.6, which have equivalent

heights in CH4/i-C4 binary mixtures and in ternary mixtures. The lower right panel of Fig-

ure 5.8 shows that the peak heights for unlike butane pairs yield RDF peaks with heights

roughly equal to the average of the peak heights for the like butane pair RDFs, particularly

at lower to moderate pressures. Overall, these results show how structuring is influenced
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as the system approaches near-critical states.

Number integrals of center of mass RDFs were computed for the first solvation shell

(i.e. up to the first minimum in g(r) beyond the peak position) from the molecule-molecule

RDFs of different mixtures. Examples of these number integrals are shown in Figure 5.9

for CH4/i-C4 binary mixtures at various reduced pressure between 0.2 (black lines) and 0.9

(brown lines). For clarity, the value of the number integrals for the first solvation shell were

analyzed as a function pressure, and are shown in Figure 5.10. The results for number in-

tegrals from RDFs of like pairs (left panels in Figure 5.10) show much resemblance to the

results obtained for liquid phase number densities in Figure 5.4, indicating that the effects

of methane “swelling” in the liquid phase are observable within the scale of the first solva-

tion shells. In other words, the first solvation shell of methane pairs contains more methane
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molecules than methane pairs in saturated liquid methane for a short range of pressures

above pr = 0.8. Furthermore, the overall packing behavior in the first solvation shell be-

tween methane pairs seems to have no dependence on the ratio of butane molecules in

the system, similar to the number densities of methane in the liquid phase. On the other

hand, the integrals for pairs involving either butane isomer are directly influenced by the

butane ratio of the mixture, similar to the number density of butane isomers in the liquid

phase. In this regard, only the molecular packing behavior of the low-boiling compound is

influenced by the proximity to its critical point, whereas the structural transitions observed

for the molecular packing of heavy compounds are determined directly by their vapor-liquid

partitioning.
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benzene (bottom). Experimental data taken from Potoff160 and Rai.161
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5.3.5 VLE in CO2-based Systems

The simulation approach applied to carbon dioxide mixtures uses a group-based cut-

off of 1.6 nm and excludes both Ewald summation and analytical tail corrections. This

simulation setup was validated by computing vapor-liquid coexistence curves for CO2 and

benzene, where critical temperatures and critical densities were computed using the satu-

rated density scaling law and the law of rectilinear diameters with a scaling exponent β∗ =

0.326. The critical pressure of CO2 was obtained by extrapolating the Clausius-Clapeyron

equation to Tc. Simulations for CO2 were compared to NV T -GEMC simulations for a sys-

tem size of 500 molecules using a 1.0 nm cutoff, Ewald summation, and a scaling exponent

of β∗ = 0.32, which conform to the original specifications of Potoff and Siepmann.160 As

seen in Figure 5.11, deviations from established models using this group-based approach

are minimal, suggesting that phase behavior of both CO2 and benzene is modeled ade-

quately with this approach. Temperatures close to the critical point of CO2 were simulated

to accurately determine vapor-liquid coexistence near Tc using the 1.6 nm cutoff approach,

as well as for determining the vapor pressure of carbon dioxide at Tr = 0.995. The critical

temperature and pressure for CO2 using this approach were found to be Tc = 306.3 K and

pc = 78.25 bar, respectively.

Similar to methane-based systems, VLE was analyzed for CO2 mixtures using the same

corresponding state approach, where vapor pressures were reduced with respect to the

critical pressure of CO2. Pressure-composition diagrams for binary mixtures of CO2 with

alkanes and arenes are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, respectively.

In contrast to the methane mixtures, PR EoS and PC-SAFT do not predict liquid phase

compositions accurately for these systems. Both EoS require the use of binary interaction

parameters fitted to experimental data for proper correlations. The pressure-composition

diagrams computed using EoS with non-zero kij parameters are denoted in Figures 5.12

and 5.13 by dotted lines. The correlations agree very well with experimental bubble point

measurements at similar temperatures,166,167 which are denoted by triangles. Therefore,

while the global pressure-composition diagrams seem to be correlated correctly by both

EoS, the predictive capabilities are limited for these binary mixtures. For PC-SAFT, this

limitation has been explained by Gross and Sadowski40 based on the assumption that

CO2 molecules only exhibit dispersive attractions and, hence, the quadrupole moment of

CO2 is not accounted for properly. Similarly, the “attractive + hard repulsion” foundation of

PR EoS seems insufficient to properly predict VLE in CO2/hydrocarbon binary mixtures.
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denote GEMC simulations, solid lines denote PR EoS, and dashed lines denote PC-SAFT.
Triangles denote experimental measurements,166 and dotted lines denote EoS calcula-
tions with non-zero binary interaction parameters.

With regards to liquid phase compositions, results from GEMC simulations show better

agreement with experimental measurements and with EoS correlations using non-zero kij
parameters. However, there is clearly better agreement for binary mixtures with arenes

than for the linear alkanes. This larger deviation for CO2/n-alkane mixtures is not entirely

unexpected given that the simulation conditions are significantly below the critical point of

C7 and C9, where the shortcomings of united-atom models are more pronounced due the

higher packing fractions in saturated liquid phases.163 This higher packing fraction leads

to an overestimation of the solubility of CO2 in the liquid phase, and increases with chain

length. This effect has been observed in previous studies where CO2/n-alkane mixtures

were simulated using united-atom force fields.168 Hence, using united-atom descriptions of

linear alkanes for modeling such asymmetric mixtures yields better predictions for shorter

alkanes, as is the case for the methane mixtures shown in Figure 5.1. From a practical
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perspective, properly predicting CO2 solubility in dense hydrocarbon phases is very impor-

tant for CO2 injection EOR, particularly when oil-phase swelling is desired. Therefore, the

results in Figure 5.13 suggest that atomistic models can be used to provide more reliable

predictions of liquid phase compositions, although at a higher computing cost.

Similar to liquid phase compositions, the compositions in the vapor phase are not very

well predicted by either equation of state, where characteristic “S-shaped” dew curves

are expected for systems that exhibit DRV. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the results from

EoS predictions and correlations, as well as predictions from GEMC simulations. While

EoS predictions fall short in predicting the expected “S-shape”, calculations using a non-

zero kij parameter properly correlate this effect. For example, the extent to which the

dew curves in Figure 5.13 exhibit composition variations at high pressures is expected to

increase with the molecular weight of the arene component, which increases the difference

in critical properties between CO2 and arenes. However, EoS predictions do not yield such
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Figure 5.14: Dew curves for CO2 + n-alkane binary mixtures. Symbols defined in Fig-
ure 5.12.

variations for any of the binary mixtures. These results further suggest that using non-

zero kij parameters compensate for CO2 interactions that are unaccounted for in PR EoS

and PC-SAFT predictions, such as quadrupole-quadrupole interactions. Assessing the

performance of other EoS with additional contribution terms, such as polar interactions in

PC-PSAFT,46 for predicting the phase behavior of CO2/hydrocarbon mixtures is beyond

the scope of this work and has been previously discussed in the literature.169–171

In contrast to PR EoS and PC-SAFT predictions, GEMC simulations predict “S-shaped”

dew curves for all five binary mixtures. As with methane-based mixtures, the vapor pres-

sure is overestimated for the linear alkanes, yielding a systematic offset with respect to

EoS correlations. Although quantitative agreement is not obtained for n-alkane mixtures,

GEMC predictions predict dew curves qualitatively despite overpredicting the solubility of

CO2 in the liquid phase. On the other hand, simulation predictions using explicit-hydrogen

models properly predict DRV behavior, where dew curve compositions are in quantitative

agreement with EoS correlations. The fact that GEMC simulations predict DRV for mix-

tures with either type of heavy component (i.e. alkanes or arenes) indicates that properly
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predicting phase behavior for the low-boiling compound allows for qualitative DRV predic-

tions, whereas quantitative predictions require properly describing the phase behavior of

both components. In other words, the “S-shape” in dew curves is controlled by the phase

behavior of the low-boiling compound in asymmetric mixtures that exhibit DRV. It is im-

portant to note that CHx pseudoatoms are used for the alkyl substituents in toluene and

ethylbenzene. Therefore, prediction accuracy may be affected for arenes as the number of

CHx pseudoatom sites increase per benzene ring, where adding united-atom character to

the heavy compound contributes to increased CO2 solubilities in liquid phases.

5.3.6 Number Densities in CO2-based Systems

Given that volumetric properties have been shown to be linked to DRV behavior, the

number densities of each component in liquid and vapor phases were analyzed as a func-

tion of reduced pressure for CO2 mixtures. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show number density

predictions from PC-SAFT, PR EoS, and GEMC simulations, as well the the values calcu-

lated from EoS correlations. As was found for methane mixtures, the low-boiling compound
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exhibits non-linear behavior for liquid phase number densities at high pressures. This result

further confirms that the liquid phase becomes “swelled” by the low-boiling compound at

high pressures, and is a general feature of mixtures that exhibit DRV. The isothermal com-

pressibility of the pure component is expected to exhibit a transition towards near-critical

behavior at high pressures and, hence, the “swelled” liquid phase becomes increasingly

compressible. This non-linear behavior is well predicted by GEMC simulations for both

types of heavy components, with greater accuracy found for CO2/arene mixtures. In com-

parison to EoS predictions, the number densities of GEMC simulations are in better agree-

ment with EoS correlations, which also show non-linear behavior at high pressures. Both

PC-SAFT and PR EoS predictions considerably overestimate CO2 number densities in the

liquid phase. This overestimation is reflected in the liquid phase compositions in the p-

x-y diagrams. While the high-pressure decrease in CO2 liquid phase numer densities is

observed for all predictions and correlations, the sharp increase slightly above pr = 0.8

is only observed for calculations that yield proper descriptions of DRV behavior. Hence,
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predicting this “swelling” behavior is necessary to accurately reproduce the characteristic

“S-shape” in dew curves that exhibit DRV.

The number densities of CO2 in the vapor phase and heavy components in the liquid

phase show monotonic behavior across the entire pressure range. Predictions from EoS

and GEMC simulations seem to qualitatively agree with EoS correlations, where the most

accurate agreement is found for GEMC simulations. On the other hand, highly non-linear

behavior is observed for the heavy components in the vapor phase. Similar to the results

obtained for butane isomers in methane mixtures, the number densities of n-alkanes and

arenes in the vapor phase are determined by their volatilities. For example, the number

densities of benzene in the vapor phase that are larger than for the other two arenes, which

yields dew curves with lower CO2 mole fractions. The sharp increase in vapor phase num-

ber densities of heavy components is again observed in the same pressure range where

CO2 “swelling” in the liquid phase is observed, suggesting these two are correlated. GEMC

simulations predict this sharp increase for mixtures with both types of heavy components,
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where again the most accurate descriptions were found for explicit-hydrogen models. In

contrast, PC-SAFT and PR EoS predictions underestimate the number densities of heavy

components in the vapor phase, and in the case of PC-SAFT do not predict a number den-

sity increase at high pressures. Therefore, better descriptions of the number densities of

heavy components in the vapor phase and of the low-boiling compound in the liquid phase

are necessary to improve the modeling performance of PC-SAFT and PR EoS for these

mixtures at near-critical conditions.

5.3.7 Free energy of Transfer in CO2-based Systems

Following a similar analysis approach as for methane mixtures, Equation 5.2 was used

to compute number densities for CO2 binary mixtures. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show ∆Gt

values obtained from EoS and GEMC simulations across the full range of reduced pres-

sures. In both figures, the top panels show that CO2 exhibits non-linear ∆Gt behavior at

high pressures for EoS correlations and GEMC simulations. In contrast, predictions from

PC-SAFT and PR EoS show ∆Gt behavior that is more monotonic towards high pres-

sures. This deviation from EoS correlations is expected given the considerable deviations

observed for number densities in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. As with other properties, GEMC

simulations provide qualitative predictions for CO2 in mixtures with n-alkanes, while much

more accurate predictions were found for arenes. For the heavy components, both EoS

and GEMC predictions are in good qualitative agreement, despite the considerable devia-

tions found for ∆Gt values from PC-SAFT predictions. Predictions from GEMC simulations

are in good agreement with the results obtained for methane mixtures, where the non-

linear behavior is observed only for ∆Gt values for the low-boiling compound. This result

reaffirms that DRV is strongly linked to a change in the phase behavior of the low-boiling

compound at near-critical conditions.

5.3.8 Structural Analysis of CO2-based Systems

As mentioned in Section 5.3.4, molecular packing is strongly linked to non-linear VLE

behavior in systems that exhibit DRV. To analyze the structural changes that influence DRV

in CO2/hydrocarbon binary mixtures, center of mass RDFs were computed across the full

range of reduced pressures. Selected RDFs for CO2/benzene mixtures are shown in Fig-

ure 5.20 for a reduced pressure range of 0.2 (black lines) and 0.7 (violet lines). Compared

to RDFs from methane mixtures, these results show that molecular packing is different for
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Figure 5.18: Gibbs free energy of transfer for CO2 (top) and n-alkanes (bottom). Color
scheme and symbols defined in Figure 5.12.
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the relatively larger molecules investigated here. Molecular packing for CO2-CO2 shows

very similar behavior to CH4-CH4 RDFs, where the first peak gradually decreases with

pressure as the liquid phase becomes more compressible and disordered. On the other

hand, RDFs for unlike pairs show a shoulder at closer distances, a feature not observed

in RDFs for molecule pairs with the relatively smaller butane molecules in Figure 5.7. This

shoulder at smaller distances is a result of the various molecular packing orientations avail-

able for benzene molecules,161 which has also been observed for long-chain linear alka-

nes.172

The heights of RDF peaks from Figure 5.20 were analyzed as a function of reduced

pressure, and results are shown in Figure 5.21. The peak height evolution for pairs that

include CO2 molecules all show a gradual decrease from low to moderate pressures, while

the peak height for like hydrocarbon pairs remains nearly constant in this pressure range.

At high pressures, the sharp increases in peak heights indicate that the molecular structure
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of the liquid phase is strongly influenced by the transition to critical behavior. Therefore,

these results reaffirm that there exists a direct link between phase behavior and molecular

structuring for systems that exhibit DRV, where the liquid phase undergoes a structural

transition as the critical region is approached. Based on the results from both methane-

based and CO2-based mixtures, these structural transitions are not system specific, but

rather a general feature of systems that exhibit DRV.

In addition to RDFs, the number integrals were also analyzed for all CO2/hydrocarbon

binary mixtures. The number integrals for the CO2/benzene RDFs in Figure 5.20 are shown

in Figure 5.22. The results for number integrals show a general trend similar to the results

found for methane mixtures: the number integrals for CO2 around either molecule shows

an increase with pressure, whereas their benzene counterpart show a gradual decrease.

This result is expected as the composition of both coexisting phases becomes more con-

centrated in CO2 with increasing pressure. A closer look is provided in Figure 5.23, where
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Figure 5.22: Liquid phase number integrals for different molecule pairs in CO2/benzene
binary mixtures at various reduced pressures between 0.2 (black lines) and 0.7 (violet
lines).

the value of the number integral for the first solvation shell is shown as a function of re-

duced pressure. These results are again in close agreement with the results obtained for

methane mixtures, where the evolution of number integrals recovers the general trends

found for number densities. The “swelling” effect found for the liquid phase number den-

sities of CO2 is reflected in the number integral of the first solvation shell for pairs with

CO2 around a given molecule. On the other hand, the amount of hydrocarbon in the first

solvation shell is found to decrease proportionally with the number densities of its respec-

tive hydrocarbon in the liquid phase. These results are also in agreement with the results

obtained for methane mixtures, where the structural effects associated with DRV are ob-

served within the first solvation shells of molecule-molecule pairs.
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Figure 5.23: Liquid phase number integrals of the first solvation shell for different molecule
pairs as a function reduced pressure. Color scheme defined in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 for
binary mixtures with different hydrocarbons (HC).

5.4 Conclusions

Double retrograde vaporization has been successfully modeled using equations of state

and Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulations for a variety of fluid mixtures relevant to gas

condensate reservoirs and enhanced oil recovery. It was found that the Peng Robinson

equation of state and PC-SAFT both provide satisfactory predictions of VLE properties for

near-critical methane + (n-butane and/or i-butane) mixtures, where DRV dependence on

the relative amounts of heavy components was described properly. On the other hand, both

EoS showed limited performance in predicting DRV for CO2/hydrocarbon binary mixtures,

where deficiencies in descriptions of CO2-molecule interactions hinder their predictive ca-

pabilities. To account for these deficiencies in CO2 mixtures, non-zero kij parameters were

required to properly correlate near-critical VLE, and ultimately reproduce DRV.
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In contrast to EoS, GEMC simulations using the TraPPE force field were capable of pre-

dicting DRV for all mixtures investigated, regardless of the low-boiling compound. Quanti-

tative agreement with EoS correlations were obtained for GEMC simulations with explicit-

hydrogen descriptions of arene molecules in CO2 mixtures, whereas an overestimation of

CO2 solubility in the liquid phase was obtained for binary mixtures with united-atom de-

scriptions of n-alkane molecules. These shortcomings of united-atom force fields did not

affect their performance in methane/butane mixtures, primarily because this limitation be-

comes most pronounced for long-chain alkanes. For methane mixtures, DRV dependence

on heavy component composition was correctly predicted, where exact quantitative agree-

ment could be obtained by adjusting the vapor pressures of the heavy components, as

described in Section 4.3.5. Additional properties, including number densities, free ener-

gies of transfer, and molecular packing were also well described by GEMC simulations.

Overall, the results obtained from GEMC simulations confirm that DRV is not a system-

specific phenomenon, but instead can be observed for different asymmetric mixtures, and

is not limited to binary systems. Furthermore, simulation results showed that the phase

behavior of the low-boiling compound and the heavy components differs strongly at near-

critical conditions, and these fundamental differences must be accounted for properly in

order to provide accurate descriptions of DRV.
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Chapter 6

Molecular Modeling of Liquid-Liquid
Equilibria in Enhanced Oil Recovery

6.1 Introduction

Capillary forces in waterflooded oil reservoirs cause large amounts of hydrocarbons to

be trapped in swept reservoir zones,17 where the high oil/water interfacial tension (IFT)

hinders microscopic oil displacements.7 For this reason, waterflooding may leave as much

as 60% of the original oil in place (OOIP)173 trapped behind within porous rock spaces,

where oil droplets are often surrounded by water films that limit hydrocarbon diffusion .174

Recovery limits due to water blocking can be overcome using CO2 injection10,15,175,176 to

lower the viscosity of trapped oils and improve their mobility, yet sufficient quantities are not

always available given the remote locations of many oil fields.174 A promising alternative is

enhanced oil recovery (EOR) based on surfactant flooding,177–179 where surfactants and

other liquid chemicals are injected into the oil reservoir to lower oil/water IFT and improve

hydrocarbon mobility. Non-ionic surfactants are commonly used in chemical EOR due to

their favorable oil dispersant properties and relatively low toxicities.180 Surfactants belong-

ing to the family of alkyl poly-(ethylene glycol) ethers (CiEj) can be tailored to improve the

performance of chemical EOR processes by adjusting both the alkyl chain length i and

the number of ethylene glycol units j. However, incorporating these compounds into EOR

processes requires detailed understanding of fluid properties in surfactant systems.

Phase equilibria in multicomponent mixtures of oil, water, and non-ionic surfactants
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plays an important role in the design of chemical EOR processes. Under specific condi-

tions, these mixtures are known to exhibit phase separations that yield either one, two, or

three coexisting liquid phases.181–183 Mixtures of this type that exhibit three-liquid coexis-

tence are characterized by isobaric temperature-composition (T -x) phase prisms contain-

ing tie-triangles within a range of temperatures between the upper critical solution temper-

ature (UCST) of the surfactant/oil side and the lower critical solution temperature (LCST)

of surfactant/water side.184–187 The tie-triangles are surrounded by two-liquid coexistence

regions on all sides, with those toward the surfactant/water and surfactant/oil sides ending

in plait points. For planes of constant oil/water ratio on a T -x phase prism, the boundaries

between the three- and two-phase regions and between the one- and two-phase regions

are “fish” shaped.188,189 The point where one finds a direct transition from a three- to one-

phase region is known as the “X-point”, which is often used to describe the efficiency of a

surfactant to solubilize the same amounts of water and oil.184 Hence, understanding these

complex features is important for the development of improved surfactant formulations.

Accurately modeling phase behavior in these multicomponent systems is essential for

EOR process design. Empirical and semi-empirical methods, such as group contribution

methods and activity coefficient models, are commonly as modeling tools for LLE in the

oil and gas industry. Three-liquid LLE has been previously modeled using free energy

approaches, such as the Landau-type approach of Kleinert,184,185,190 as well using equa-

tions of state (EoS) in combination with activity models, such as combining UNIQUAC

theory191 with the Peng-Robinson EoS.192 Models with explicit association schemes, such

as SAFT-like models40,193 have recently gained attention for modeling LLE of multicompo-

nent mixtures, in particular for mixtures of glycol ethers.194–196 These types of surfactants

have gained interest due to their applications in industry, as well as their relatively simple

molecular structure, which makes them suitable candidates for the development of new

theories with explicit intramolecular association schemes.197 Given the complexity of non-

ionic surfactant mixtures, it is not surprising that empirical and semi-empirical methods

perform best for the correlation of experimental measurements but are less successful for

the a priori prediction of miscibility gaps. Hence, there is a need to develop thermodynamic

models that are suitable for predictive modeling of LLE in complex systems.

In contrast to empirical thermodynamic methods, molecular simulations are known to

provide reliable predictions of phase equilibria for a wide range of systems and conditions.

More importantly, explicit descriptions of molecular interactions allows for detailed insight

into microscopic features with exceptional resolution. However, molecular simulations of
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systems that exhibit liquid miscibility gaps and aggregation in one or more liquid phases are

very challenging because direct transfers of molecules between liquid phases are rarely

successful and changes in the size distribution of aggregates occur very slowly.198 In ad-

dition, the excess free energies governing liquid-liquid equilibria are much smaller than

those found for vapor-liquid equilibria, and this places a tremenduous burden on the ac-

curacy of the force field. Hence, the goal of this work is to investigate the microscopic

details governing the performance of Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulations for predict-

ing liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE) in oil/water/non-ionic surfactant systems. This simulation

method has been shown to predict liquid-phase miscibility gaps for other multicomponent

systems,198–200 yet predicting the coexistence of multiple liquid phases remains a chal-

lenge. Multicomponent systems containing water, n-decane (C10), and 2-butoxyethanol

(C4E1) were taken as the model systems. Emphasis is given to C4E1/C10 binary mixtures

and to their phase behavior when water is introduced to the system. Analysis of simulation

trajectories provide information on liquid-phase microheterogeneities and their influence

on simulation performance.

6.2 Simulation Details

Binary and ternary systems of water, n-decane, and C4E1 were simulated using the

Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo57,59,67 (GEMC) simulations in the isobaric-isothermal en-

semble. The MCCCS–MN program74 developed by the Siepmann group was used to

carry out all GEMC simulations. Different phases were modeled by using separate simu-

lation boxes, which eliminates the need to explicitly simulate fluid interfaces. The simula-

tion boxes are thermodynamically connected by exchanging particles between the phases

using configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) particle transfer moves.60,61,66 The sys-

tem pressure is maintained fixed by independently performing volume moves on each

simulation box. Water molecules were represented using the TIP4P model,73 while the

Transferable Potentials for Phase Equilibria (TraPPE) force field69,201 was used to describe

n-decane and C4E1 molecules. Nonbonded parameters for all unlike interactions were de-

termined using Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules.99 A spherical cutoff of 1.0 nm was used

with analytical tail corrections to estimate Lennard-Jones interactions beyond this distance.

Coulomb interactions were treated using the Ewald summation technique.54

For simulations of one- and two-liquid phase regions, a total of three simulation boxes

were used: two boxes simulating liquid phases and one box simulating a vapor phase
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which was included as an intermediate for particle transfers in order to improve their ac-

ceptance rates. Simulations for C4E1/C10 binary systems were performed using 280 C4E1

molecules, 160 C10 molecules, and 2 molecules of each impurity: C3E1, C1E1, methanol,

n-octane, n-hexane, n-butane, and ethane. These impurities were used to enhance the

transfer of C4E1 and C10 molecules between simulation boxes with CBMC particle iden-

tity switch moves,202 where biasing potentials were used to ensure that impurities distribute

roughly evenly between the three phases.198,200 The number of C4E1 and C10 molecules

were chosen to yield an overall C4E1 mass fraction of nearly 0.6 for the binary system,

which is equivalent to a C4E1 mole fraction of about 0.64. Simulations of ternary systems

in the two-liquid region were performed using the same number of C4E1, C10, and im-

purity molecules in addition to 345 water molecules, which yields an overall water mass

fraction of about 0.1 while maintaining the same C4E1:C10 ratio as in the binary systems.

Addition of water molecules to the C4E1/C10 system allows for a detailed view of the micro-

scopic features influenced by the inclusion of additional hydrogen bonding environments.

Simulation results for two-liquid systems were complemented with preliminary results for

the three-liquid region using GEMC simulations with a total of 4 simulation boxes, as well

as with experimental measurements from Negahban et al.203 Both of these additional data

sets were determined at a fixed temperature and pressure of 298 K and 1 bar, respectively.

Due to the slow system relaxation in liquid-liquid simulations, sampling efficiency was

optimized by adjusting the fraction of MC moves such that on average 1 volume and 1

particle swap move were accepted per MC cycle.110 The fraction of MC moves allowed for

CBMC regrowths, translations, and rotations were evenly distributed for flexible molecules.

Averages and trajectories were taken from 8 independent runs for each simulation, where

independent simulations for binary systems consisted of 2× 106 MC cycles, while the sim-

ulation length for ternary systems consisted of 1× 106 MC cycles. Each MC cycle consists

of N moves, where N is the total number of particles in the system. All simulations were

performed at a constant pressure of 1 bar, where the temperature in simulations of ternary

systems was set to 298 K while three temperatures were simulated for binary systems :

298 K, 318 K, and 338 K. In addition to providing compositions of coexisting phases, mi-

croheterogeneity and fluid structure was analyzed using radial distribution functions from

each liquid box for specific pseudoatom pairs.
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6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Binary Mixtures

Given that the existence of a three-liquid region exists above the UCST of the sur-

factant/oil side, simulations using two liquid boxes for the C4E1/C10 binary system are

expected to show convergence towards a single liquid phase at temperatures equal to or

lower than those which exhibit three liquid phases in coexistence. Given that the aim of this

work is to assess the three-liquid region at ambient temperature and pressure, trajectories

for simulation at T = 298 K are given in Figure 6.1 for all 8 independent runs. These results

show the progression of this set of simulations after 2 × 106 MC cycles. As seen from the

start of the simulations, each box was initialized using C4E1 mole fractions of about 0.8

and 0.45. The choice of initial miscibility gap was based on the location of the plait point

near the C4E1/C10 side determined Negahban et al.203 for the ternary system at 298 K

and 1 bar. The initial compositions were estimated such that the experimental plait point

Figure 6.1: Evolution of C4E1 mole fraction in C4E1/C10 binary mixtures at 298 K from 8
independent simulations. Colors denote pairs of liquid boxes for a single independent run.
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of C4E1 mole fraction in C4E1/C10 binary mixtures at 318 K from 4
independent simulations. Colors denote pairs of liquid boxes for a single independent run.

is in between the initial composition limits with respect to the C4E1/C10 side, which corre-

sponds to a nearly equimolar mixture of C4E1 and C10. The simulation trajectories at 298

K indicate that two of eight independent runs converged to the overall C4E1 composition

in both liquid boxes after 1.5×106 MC cycles, suggesting both boxes are sampling a single

liquid phase. The mole fraction evolution shows convergence between both liquid boxes

is very slow, where most of the remaining independent runs show only slight deviations

from their initial compositions after 2 × 106 MC cycles, particularly for the box initialized

with a higher decane fraction. These results suggest that simulation lengths of 2 million

cycles are not sufficiently long to yield a single liquid phase for this binary system when

the system is initialized with a considerably large miscibility gap. Therefore, one may eas-

ily conclude that a particular force field erroneously predicts a liquid-liquid miscibility gap

when averaged over relatively short production periods. Recent studies using GEMC sim-

ulations for LLE in systems with similar components have been reported using relatively

short production periods in the order of 104 to 105 MC cycles.204,205 Therefore, LLE pre-

dictions using GEMC simulations for complex systems, such as in alcohol/water/n-alkane
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Figure 6.3: Evolution of C4E1 mole fraction in C4E1/C10 binary mixtures at 338 K from 4
independent simulations. Colors denote pairs of liquid boxes for a single independent run.

mixtures,206 require a relatively large number of MC cycles to ensure proper equilibration.

While simulations of C4E1/C10 mixtures at 298 K equilibrate very slowly, it is reason-

able to expect that simulations at higher temperatures will converge at a faster rate, partly

due to increased particle transfer acceptance rates as well as being well above the pre-

dicted UCST where only one liquid phase exists. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show simulation

trajectories at 318 K and 338 K, respectively. For clarity, trajectories from 4 independent

simulations are provided. Trajectory results show that both liquid boxes have a greater

overall tendency to converge than for simulations at 298 K. In particular, the composition

of the “decane-rich” liquid box shows a faster rate of composition change than for most

of the simulations in Figure 6.1, indicating the convergence in this simulation box has a

strong influence on the overall convergence. Nonetheless, allowing simulations to run for

2×106 MC cycles was still insufficient to observe convergence across all independent runs.

Therefore, longer simulations would be required to achieve full convergence to one liquid

phase with two liquid boxes of equal compositions. Overall, the trajectories of simulations
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for all three temperatures suggest that the TraPPE force field is capable of predicting a sin-

gle liquid phase for C4E1/C10 binary mixtures provided sufficient MC cycles are allowed.

In this regard, the UCST of C4E1/C10 mixtures predicted by the TraPPE force field must

be below 298 K, in agreement with experimental measurements.203

6.3.2 Ternary Mixtures

Using a similar two-liquid setup as for C4E1/C10 binary mixtures, a tie line for the two-

liquid region was computed at T = 298 K using an overall water content of 10% by mass.

This set of simulations was initialized using compositions obtained from Negahban et al.203

Simulation trajectories for 4 independent runs are shown in Figure 6.4. The results indicate

that the amount of water in both phases is considerably stable over a span of 1 × 106 MC

cycles, suggesting the partitioning of water is not a limiting factor given that one of the liquid

boxes has a relatively large decane content. However, the trajectories of compositions

Figure 6.4: Evolution of water (top), C4E1 (bottom right), and n-C10 (bottom left) mole
fractions in C4E1 rich (left) and n-C10 rich (right) phases at 298 K. Colors denote separate
independent runs.
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Figure 6.5: Ternary phase diagram at 298 K. Coexisting liquid phases denoted by tie lines
(2 phases) and tie triangles (3 phases). Compositions provided as mass fractions.

for minority components in each liquid box suggest that there is a slow yet consistent

drift from initial compositions, indicating that more MC cycles are required before these

compositions level off at equilibration. This finding is similar to that of C4E1/C10 binary

systems, where the composition of C4E1 in the decane-rich phase phase was slow to

equilibrate and hindered the overall convergence rate. In this case, the amount of decane

in the surfactant-rich phase also shows slow convergence. Nonetheless, the trajectories

seem to indicate that these simulations predict a miscibility gap for this specific ternary

mixture.

To assess the performance of these simulations in comparison to the global ternary

phase diagram, mass fractions for this ternary system were averaged over the final 1× 105

MC cycles for all 8 independent runs, thereby eliminating composition drifts from the early

stages of the simulations. The predicted tie-line is shown in Figure 6.5, in addition to

preliminary results for GEMC simulations of the three-liquid region and experimental mea-

surements of Negahban et al.203 The results show that the simulated tie-line is much

wider than those found in experiments, yet they are in good qualitative agreement when

compared to simulation results for the three-liquid region. Given that the predicted tie-

triangle is much larger than that of Negahban et al., it is not surprising that tie-lines near
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the C4E1/C10 side exhibit a similarly wide miscibility gap. Experimental measurements

suggest a relatively sharp narrowing of tie-lines towards the C4E1/C10 side, which is ex-

pected for simulations as well given the results discussed in Section 6.3.1. This result

indicates that GEMC simulations employing TIP4P/TraPPE force fields are capable of de-

scribing phase equilibria with multiple liquid phases, where the influence of water content

on the number of coexisting phases is qualitatively predicted and in good agreement with

rexperimental measurements. It is important to note that providing at least one separate

simulation box for each coexisting liquid phase was required, where the three-liquid region

required a total of 4 boxes.

6.3.3 Microheterogeneity and Structural Analysis

Given that fluid structure directly influences phase equilibria, analyzing molecular pack-

ing in liquid phases allows for investigating the microscopic features that control simulation
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Figure 6.6: CH3(C10)-CH3(C10) radial distribution functions in C4E1/n-C10 binary system
at 298 K. Number integrals provided in the inset.
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Figure 6.7: O(hydroxyl)-O(hydroxyl) radial distribution functions in C4E1/n-C10 binary sys-
tem at 298 K. Number integrals provided in the inset.

performance. Trajectories for simulations of C4E1/C10 binary mixtures showed that liq-

uid miscibility was not observed for all independent runs, suggesting that there must be

structural differences between separate runs. Because microheterogeneity and aggregate

formation is a common feature of surfactant mixtures, site-site radial distribution functions

(RDF) were generated for simulations performed at T = 298 K to analyze the spatial dis-

tribution of specific interaction sites. Figure 6.6 shows the packing behavior of decane

molecules in C4E1/C10 binary mixtures provided by RDFs for pairs of CH3 units in both

liquid boxes. These results indicate that decane molecules pack very similarly in both

liquid boxes despite yielding slightly different number integrals in each box, where the

“C4E1-rich” box shows a lower average of C10 pairs around a central C10 molecule. This

is not surprising given that trajectories of several independent runs show miscibility gaps

in binary mixtures after 2 × 106 MC cycles, where decane molecules distribute unevenly

between phases . These number integrals should become increasingly similar as all in-

dependent runs converge towards liquid phase miscibility. The opposite trend is found

for RDFs of hydroxyl oxygen pairs in surfactant molecules, which are given in Figure 6.7.
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The RDF peak height for these pairs indicate that there is clustering of C4E1 molecules

in both liquid boxes, yet surfactant molecules appear to show stronger aggregation behav-

ior in “C10-rich” phases. Similar to RDFs of decane pairs, the packing behavior of C4E1

molecules is expected to be equivalent in both boxes for systems that exhibit liquid phase

miscibility. The difference in packing behavior between simulations whose liquid phases

“mix” and those that exhibit miscibility gaps can be seen by analyzing RDFs for indepen-

dent simulations. Figure 6.8 shows a close-up view of the oxygen-oxygen RDF peaks

from two independent runs with different “mixing” behavior. The peak heights for systems

that exhibit miscibility are quite similar, as opposed to the large peak height differences

observed for simulation with miscibility gaps. This result indicates that liquid phase misci-

bility is obtained when both phases exhibit equivalent packing arrangements and therefore

the average RDFs should become similar between both boxes as more independent runs

exhibit convergence in compositions.
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Figure 6.9: Snapshot of C4E1 rich phase (left) and n-C10 rich phase (right) in binary
mixtures at 298 K. Colors denote surfactant O atoms (blue), H atoms (white), and CHx

pseudoatoms (gray). Minority components depicted by bead chains.

The strong clustering observed in binary mixtures is a consequence of hydrogen bond-

ing between surfactant molecules, where polar interactions favor the formation of C4E1

aggregates in the absence of favorable hydrogen-bonding environments within decane-

rich phases. Therefore, transferring surfactant molecules between liquid phases is mostly

limited to regions of favorable hydrogen-bonding environments, suggesting that the persis-

tence of surfactant clusters in decane-rich phases is responsible for the slow mole fraction

evolution in this box, as shown in Figure 6.1. Visual inspection of the snapshots provided

in Figure 6.9 confirm the differences in packing environments between the two separate

liquid boxes. The snapshots reveal that while decane molecules are well dispersed within

the C4E1-rich box, surfactant molecules form hydrogen-bonded clusters in the decane-

rich box. Free-floating surfactant monomers in the C10-rich phase that are stabilized by

intramolecular hydrogen bonding provide available sites for cluster growth, yet this also

requires disruption of hydrogen bonded networks elsewhere in the system. Hence, these

results suggest that the rate of mole fraction evolution is directly linked to surfactant ag-

gregate formation in C10-rich phases. As temperature is increased, particle transfers and

displacements also increase and overcome clustering restrictions, yielding faster equilibra-

tion periods.
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Figure 6.10: CH3(C10)-CH3(C10) radial distribution functions in ternary system at 298 K.
Number integrals provided in the inset.

Inclusion of water molecules in the system provides additional hydrogen-bonding sites

within each phase, yet the equilibration of minority components in each phase is still quite

slow. The RDFs for CH3 unit pairs in Figure 6.10 indicate that packing between C10

molecules is quite different in each phase, where the peak height of in the C4E1-rich

phase is relatively large while its number integral is small. This finding suggests that the

few decane molecules found in the C4E1-rich phase prefer to pack closer than in the de-

cane rich phase due to the relatively larger amount of polar interactions coming from water

and C4E1 molecules. This difference in packing behavior contrasts with the RDFs be-

tween CH3 units in binary systems, consistent with the 2-liquid phase split observed for the

ternary system. Despite adding hydrogen-bonding environments to the decane-rich phase

by inclusion of water molecules, C4E1 mole fractions were still evolving slowly in this phase

throughout the length of the simulation. The RDFs in Figure 6.11 for hydroxyl oxygen pairs

show that there is very strong surfactant aggregation in the C10-rich phase in comparison

to the surfactant-rich phase, where the peak height is much smaller. This result indicates

that the addition of water does not promote faster equilibration periods because surfactant
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Figure 6.11: O(hydroxyl)-O(hydroxyl) radial distribution functions in ternary system at 298
K. Number integrals provided in the inset.

aggregate formation in the C10-rich phase is still largely persistent, and more so than for

binary mixtures due to the relatively wide two-liquid phase split shown in Figure 6.5. Visual

inspection of the C10-rich phase in Figure 6.12 reveals that water molecules promote the

formation of micelle-like aggregates, where the inner portion is filled with water molecules

that are surrounded by the polar head groups of C4E1 molecules. In contrast, aggregates

in the C4E1-rich box are not as well defined. Therefore, water and surfactant molecules

transferred into the C10-rich phase contribute to the growth and shrinkage of micelle-like

aggregates by preferentially transferring into hydrogen-bonding regions. Because growth

processes, such as Ostwald ripening,207,208 may contribute to system equilibration by for-

mation of larger micelles, it may be necessary to increase the total number of molecules to

allow the growth of sufficiently large micelle-like aggregates in order to obtain better quan-

titative agreement with experimental measurements. Nonetheless, the good qualitative

agreement obtained with experiment and internal consistency of GEMC simulation results

suggests that the combination of TIP4P water with the TraPPE force field provides accu-

rate descriptions of the molecular interactions and packing arrangements found in these
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Figure 6.12: Snapshot of C4E1 rich phase (left) and n-C10 rich phase (right) in ternary
mixtures at 298 K. Colors denote surfactant O atoms (blue), water O atoms (red), H atoms
(white), and CHx pseudoatoms (gray). Minority components depicted by bead chains.

complex multicomponent systems.

6.4 Conclusions

Isobaric-isothermal GEMC simulations were successfully carried out for binary and

ternary liquid mixtures containing water, C4E1, and n-decane, where the interactions of

alkanes and surfactants were described by the TraPPE–UA force field, and the TIP4P

model was used for water. Using a two-liquid box setup, simulations were shown to predict

liquid phase miscibility for C4E1/C10 binary mixtures at temperatures of 298 K, 318 K, and

338 K and at a constant pressure of 1 bar. Simulations of 2 × 106 MC cycles showed to

be sufficiently long to allow C4E1 mole fraction convergence between both liquid boxes

for several independent runs, whereas the remaining runs showed an increasing tendency

towards convergence as temperature was increased farther above the mixture’s UCST.

Analysis of molecular packing reveals hydrogen-bonding between surfactant molecules in

the oil-rich phase is responsible for the slow convergence, where C4E1 molecules showed

substantial clustering behavior in the absence of hydrogen-bonding environments. This

aggregation behavior was also observed for simulations of two-liquid ternary systems at
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298 K, where the C4E1 aggregates in the decane-rich phase provided a favorable amount

hydrogen-bonding sites for water molecules being transferred to this phase, contributing

to the formation of water-filled micelle-like aggregates. Therefore, equilibration in these

systems was found to be hindered by the persistence of hydrogent-bonded clusters in the

decane-rich phase. Likewise, the surfactant-rich phase showed slow equilibration in terms

of decane composition for ternary systems due to the large presence of polar interactions.

Nonetheless, GEMC simulations were capable of qualitatively predicting the global phase

diagram for this complex system, yielding systems with one, two, and three coexisting liq-

uid phases similar to the experimental measurements of Negahban et al.203 These results

provide excellent guidance for simulating multicomponent systems of similar composition

using GEMC simulations, where the force field selection, system size, number of simu-

lation boxes, and simulation lengths need to be carefully taken into account in order to

provide adequate descriptions of the complex fluid behavior found in liquid-liquid equilibria

of water/oil/surfactant mixtures.
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Appendix A

Supporting Information for
Chapter 3

This appendix provides supporting information for simulations results that were used

to verify the behavior of SW and TAN-Linear models described in Chapter 3. The results

in Figure A.6 show the dependence of CV,res predictions on the attractive well range for

square well fluids at the same reduced temperature. Additionally, the evolution of order

parameters S over the length of a simulation are provided for TAN-Linear models at two

different densities, showing that these values oscillate around a value of 0 with respect to

the angle between average 1-4 vectors in molecules and x, y, and z axes. This indicates

that isotropic behavior is obtained throughout the length of each simulation, and this result

is supported by symmetric histograms for angular distributions for all densities. Data for

TAN-Linear model obtained from NpT simulations at T = 467.5 K.
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Figure A.1: Evolution of order parameter for TAN-Linear model at ρr = 1.00.
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Figure A.2: Evolution of order parameter for TAN-Linear model at ρr = 3.00.
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Figure A.3: Angular distribution of 1-4 vectors with respect to the x-axis for TAN-Linear
model at densities between ρr = 0.25 and ρr = 3.00.
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Figure A.4: Angular distribution of 1-4 vectors with respect to the y-axis for TAN-Linear
model at densities between ρr = 0.25 and ρr = 3.00. Color scheme defined in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.5: Angular distribution of 1-4 vectors with respect to the z-axis for TAN-Linear
model at densities between ρr = 0.25 and ρr = 3.00. Color scheme defined in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.6: Residual isochoric heat capacities as a function of reduced density at Tr =
1.1 for square well fluids of variable range. For both models, σ = 5.42 Å and ε = 532.00 K.
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